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Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) is a member of the luteovirus group. PAV is one 
of the five serotypes of BYDV. It is transmitted by the aphid species Rhopalosiphum 
padi and Sitobian {Macrosiphum) avenae. The viral genome consists of a 5,677 
nucleotide (nt) RNA that was proposed to have several unusual events in translation of its 
genes (Miller et al., 1988). These include frameshifting, leaky scanning and in-frame 
stop codon readthrough. Translational control is a major step in control of RNA viral 
gene expression and frameshifting had never been observed in plant genes. Thus, I chose 
to determine whether frameshifting occurs in PAV using different systems, and to 
determine the viral sequences and other factors that control frameshifting. 
The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of the PAV serotype was proposed to be 
translated by a frameshifting mechanism in translation (Miller et al., 1988). The 5' end 
of the polymerase gene (60K open reading frame, ORF) overlaps with the upstream 39K 
ORF by 13 bases. In the overlapping region, there is the potential frameshift site, 
GGGUUUU. Downstream of this site in the 60K gene, there is a sequence that can form 
two potential secondary structures, one of which contains a pseudoknot. 
Ribosomal frameshifting is one mechanism that regulates the translation of a gene 
overlapping with another one on the same mRNA. It controls the low-level synthesis of 
certain genes. Frameshifting has been studied extensively for retroviruses (Jacks et al, 
1988; Moore et al., 1987; Weiss et al., 1989), coronaviruses (Biierley et al., 1991; 
Bredenbeek et al.,1990), a bacterial transposon (Polard et al., 1991) and a yeast double-
stranded RNA virus (Dinman and Wickner, 1992). In ail these cases, the translation of 
the studied genes was facilitated by -1 frameshifting. The efficiency ranges from 1 to 
50%. Ribosomal frameshifting has been found to be induced by certain mRNA sequence 
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signals, including a "slippery heptamer" made of a run of three adenine, uracil, or 
guanine residues followed by the tetranucleotide UUUA, UUUU, AAAC (Jacks et al., 
1988), or AAAU (Pnifer et al., 1992); and a sequence which may form a pseudoknot 
(Brierley et al., 1991; ten Dam et al.-, 1990, Chamorro et al., 1992; Dinman and 
Wickner, 1992), or a stem-loop (Parkin et al., 1992; Prufer et al., 1992). 
In this study, a rqwrter gene system (LacZ) was used to study the frameshifting rate 
in E. coll. Amino acid sequencing of the transframe protein expressed in E. coli revealed 
that PAV RNA shifts into the -1 frame at the shifty heptanucleotide. Translation of full-
length PAV transcripts in a wheat germ translation system demonstrated that PAV RNA 
frameshifts at a frequency of 0.8 to 1.6% in vitro. The stop codon of the 39K ORF and 
the sequence downstream of frameshift site were found to play critical roles in PAV 
frameshifting. The sequence that includes the 6.7K ORF at the 3' end of PAV genome 
was also discovered to be very important in ftameshifdng in vitro. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus 
BYDV causes the most important virus disease of cereals. It is widely distributed and 
affects over 100 species in the Gramineae. It causes most severe symptoms on barley and 
oat (Jones and Clifford, 1983). It is transmitted only by aphids in a persistent manner 
and it is confined to the phloem in plants (Rochow and Duffus, 1981). BYDV has been 
divided into five serotypes, based on the aphid vector and serological properties. The 
serotypes are listed below followed by their regularly transmitting aphids: RMV (R. 
maidis), RPV (R. padî), MAV (S. avenae), PAV (J?, padi and S. avenae) and SGV 
{Schizaphis graminwn) (Rochow, 1970). 
BYDV is the type member of the luteovirus group which includes potato leafroU virus 
(PLRV), beet western yellow virus (BWYV) and other economically important viruses. 
BYDV virus particles are small, simple icosahedral virions with a diameter of 25 nm. 
The virion contains a single component of single-stranded RNA, a single major protein 
and a minor higher molecular weight (MW) protein (Rochow and Duffus, 1981). Miller 
et al. (1988) determined the complete nucleotide sequence of the RNA genome of an 
Australian BYDV-PAV isolate which includes 5677 nucleotides. Its genome organization 
was deduced (Figure 1). The first ORF encodes a 39-kDa peptide whose function is 
unknown. The second ORF (60K) is the gene for viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 
based on the similarity of nucleotide sequence to other viruses and the presence of a 
glycine-aspartate-aspartate (GDD) motif (Kamer and Argos, 1984). This gene overlaps 
with the 39K ORF by 13 nucleotides, and was proposed to be translated by a -1 
frameshifdng mechanism. The rest of the genome was proposed to be expressed by 
subgenomic RNAs. The 22K ORF is the coat protein gene within which there is a 17K 
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ORF in a different reading frame. There is a 50K ORF which is separated by the amber 
termination codon of the coat protein gene. The 50K ORF is translated by readthrough of 
this stop codon (Dinesh-Kumar a al., 1992), At the 3' end of the genome, there are two 












5* RNA (5677 nt) 
Subgenomic RNAs 
Figure 1. Genome organization of BYDV-PAV (Miller et al., 1988) 
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Occurrence of Frameshifting in Various Organisms 
During translation of an mRNA, three major elements are invloved: the mRNA 
template, ribosomes, and tRNAs. Ribosomes start scanning at the 5' end of the mRNA; 
after initiation, the tRNA bring the appropriate amino acids according to the trinucleotide 
genetic codons as the ribosomes move down the message and stop at the termination 
codon. Normally, ribosomes maintain the alignment of their reading frames very well, 
i.e., moving three nucleotides at a time along the zero firame of translation which is 
decided by the first AUG codon. However on rare occasions, ribosomal frameshifting 
occurs. During this process, the ribosomes shift from the zero reading frame to one of 
the other two possible reading frames. If the ribosomes slip backward by one nucleotide 
on the mRNA and translate the -1 reading frame, it is called "-1 frameshifting". If they 
shift forward by one nucleotide and decode the +1 reading frame, it is defined as " +1 
frameshifting". As a result, a fusion polypeptide decoded from two reading frames can 
be produced. Frameshifting has been demonstrated in various organisms. 
Prokarvotes 
Frameshifting was first studied in prokaryotic organisms. It has been postulated that 
synthesis of the coat protein of bacteriophage T7 requires a frameshift event (Dunn and 
Studier, 1983), as does expression of the Sahnonella trpE gene (Atkins et al., 1983). 
RF2 A well-studied example of prokaryotic frameshifting is the synthesis of E. coli 
peptide chain release factor two (RF2) (Craigen and Caskey, 1987). RF2 is required for 
termination of protein synthesis. At codon 26 in the RF2 coding region, a UGA stop 
codon is present in-frame with the initiator AUG codon (Craigen et al., 1985). Instead of 
premature peptide chain termination taking place at this position, a +1 frameshift occurs. 
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allowing for the continued synthesis of RF2. The nucleotide sequence and amino acid 
order determined by protein sequencing are shown below: 
22 23 24 25 26 
ACG GGG UAU CUU UGAC UAC GAC GCC 
0 Arg Gly Tyr Leu ter 
+ 1 Asp Tyr Asp Ala 
It can be seen that after decoding the CUU^" codon, ribosomes move forward by one 
nucleotide, and continue decoding the next codon GAC^, thus avoiding the UGA 
termination codon. Construction of RF2-/ûcZ gene fusions has allowed measurement of 
the frameshifting rate, which is about 50%. That means 50% of the ribosomes will shift 
into the 4-1 reading frame during translation. CUUU (underlined) was recognized as a 
"shifty" site for fiameshifting to occur. However, it alone is not sufficient for high level 
shifting. Secondary signals programmed in the mRNA augment shifting at the slippery 
sequence to give high levels of frameshifting. These signals have been called 
"stimulators" and they are very diverse (Atkins et al., 1990). For the RF2 +1 
frameshifting, two stimulators are used. One is the Shine-Dalgamo sequence (italicized 
in the diagram) located three nucleotides 5' of the shift site that interacts with the 3' end 
of 16S ribosomal RNA of elongating ribosomes (Weiss et al., 1988). This sequence has 
the effect of forcing the mRNA in the direction it normally moves, 3' to 5'; while 
ribosomes normally move 5' to 3' with respect to the RNA. The second stimulator is a 
UGA terminator at codon 26 at the 3' side of the shift site (Weiss et al., 1987). It has 
been shown that substitution of UGA with a sense codon UGG decreases the 
frameshifting rate eight-fold. The stop codon may act by causing a long pause in 
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decoding, facilitating ribosomal slippage and frame switching. When enough RF2 is 
made, it will interact with the stop codon and inhibit frameshifting. 
DnaX gene The expression of the E. coli dnaX gene is a well-characterized 
example of -1 frameshifting (Tsuchihashi and Romberg, 1990). This gene has only one 
open reading frame for a 71-kDa polypeptide from which two distinct DNA polymerase 
m holoenzyme subunits, r (71-kDa) and the y (47-kDa), are produced. The 71-kDa 
protein (T subunit) is synthesized without interruption However, -1 frameshifting at a 
high frequency (80%) is employed to make the shorter 7 subunit (47-kDa). The sequence 
at the frameshift site is AAA A A AG AG VGA. The shifty hep tamer is underlined. Italics 
indicate the stop codon for the 7 subunit. The difference between dnaX and other -1 
frameshifts is that the dnaX frameshift causes ribosomes to become in the frame of the 
stop codon, rather than avoiding stop codons. A stem-loop immediately downstream of 
the shifty site plays an important role, because its disruption reduces frameshifting 
drastically to 8%. Because there is detectable frameshifting when this structure is 
completely removed, this stem-loop structure is considered as an "enhancer" for 
frameshifting rather than a part of the minimal essential region required for frameshifting 
(Tsuchihashi, 1991). 
Tsuchihashi and Brown (1992) found that the entire AAAAAAG sequence is 
important for efficient dnaX framehsifting, because any change introduced into the 
heptamer decreases frameshifting. As previously stated, frameshifting involves the 
mRNA template, ribosomes and tRNA. In the case of the dnaX gene, it was found that a 
tRNA^ys with a CUU anticodon, which has a strong affinity for AAG codons, was 
present in eukaryotic cells but absent in E. coli. Expression in E. coli of a mutant 
tRNA^ys with a CUU anticodon specifically inhibited the frameshifting at the AAG 
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codon, suggesting that the absence of this tRNA in E. coli contributes to the efficiency of 
the (fnaX frameshift. 
Bacteriophage Minus one frameshifting has been observed in gene expression of 
the <^X174 lysis (E) gene (Buckley and Hayashi, 1987). A -1 frameshift, causes 
ribosomes to terminate translation of the 0X174 upstream D gene at two different sites. 
One site terminates at a stop codon near the E gene ribosome binding site (RBS), 
resulting in reinitiation by ribosomes at the E gene RBS. The other termination occurs 
some 70 bases upstream from the E gene RBS, resulting in the exposure of the message, 
and allowing entry of a new ribosome at the E gene RBS. 
The other example is the expression of gene 10, the major capsid gene of 
bacteriophage T7, which produces two products, IDA and lOB (Condron et al., 1991). 
The lOB product is synthesized by an efficient -1 translational frameshift near the 3' end 
of the main lOA coding frame. The frameshift site consists of the sequence GGUUUUC 
with the UUC phenylalanine codon being in the original frame (O-frame). Peptide 
sequencing data suggested that the frameshift occurs at the UUC phenylalanine codon 
with a phenylalanine tRNA slipping -1 from UUC to UUU. By measuring the in vivo 
gene expression products, various mutations at the frameshift site were studied, indicating 
that the first two G's are extremely important in frameshifting. The T7 frameshift site 
can be replaced by the E. coli dnaX site (above), resulting in a higher level of 
ftameshifdng than the wild type which is about 10%. More interestingly, a 3' stimulator 
sequence was found to be critical (Condron et al., 1991). This sequence includes the 3' 
non-coding region, which is over 200 bases downstream of the frameshift site, containing 
the transcriptional terminator with a stem-loop structure. Mutagenesis results showed that 
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all of the stem-loop sequence, except for the extreme 5' end, is dispensable for the 
frameshifting reaction. 
Transposable elements IS 150 is a tiansposable element of E. coli (Vogele et al., 
1991). It contains two tandem, out-of-phase, overlapping genes, inslSOA and insl50B, 
which encode proteins of 19 and 31-kDa, respectively. A third protein of 49-kDa has 
been identified as a -1 transframe gene product. The IS 150 frameshift signals function 
with a high efficiency, causing about one third of the ribosomes to switch frame. The 
signals include the heptanucleotide, AAAAAAG, and a stem-loop immediately 
downstream. Frameshifting was verified by pq)tide sequencing of the transframe protein. 
Mutations within the stem-loop sequence reduce the rate of frameshifting by about 80%. 
A similar -1 frameshift has also been demonstrated in the gene expression of IS911 
insertion sequence (Polard et al., 1991). 
Eukarvotes 
Frameshifting occurs not only in prokaryotes, but also in yeast transposons and 
viruses infecting animals and plants. However, no eukaryotic host gene is known to use 
this mechanism for expression, yet. 
Yeast 
Tvl transposon The Ty transposon in yeast consists of two genes, TyA and 
TyB, which overlap by 38 base pairs (Wilson et al., 1986; Clare et al., 1988). Highly 
efficient 4-1 firameshifting occurs from TyA into TyB. The 7 nucleotide stretch 
(CUUAGGC) encompassing the shift site is sufficient for firameshifdng. The 0-frame 
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CUU is decoded by tRNA^". This tRNA has the anticodon 3'-GAU-5', with an 
unmodified uracil in its wobble position, so it is able to decode the +1 frame UUALeu 
after slipping forward 1 base. The stimulator in this case is a 3' adjacent rare arginine 
codon, AGG, decoded by a minor tRNA (Belcourt and Farabough, 1990) that might 
cause a pause in translation. It has been shown that TyA-TyB is not expressed by RNA 
splicing (Wilson et al., 1986), nor by RNA editing (Clare et al., 1988). 
L-A double-stranded RNA virus The pol gene of the yeast (Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae) L-A double-stranded RNA virus is expressed via a -1 frameshift with an 
efficiency of about 1.9% (Dinman and Wickner, 1992). The slippery site has the 
sequence GGGUUUA. Four bases 3' of the shifty site, the mRNA secondary structure 
can form a pseudoknot, i.e., the bases in the loop of a stem-loop can base-pair with 
downstream nucleotides, creating a new tertiary structure (Figure 2). It was found by 
mutagenesis that the L-A RNA pseudoknot is necessary for efficient firameshifting. The 
L-A pseudoknot has the potential to "breathe"; the length of stem 2 increases by 4 bp at 
the expense of stem 1, It has been shown that the breathing is not necessary to enhance 
frameshifting and that the pairing in stem 1 is more important than the pairing in stem 2. 
An RNA called Ml is a satellite RNA of L-A that encodes the killer toxin. It has been 
shown that the frameshift efficiency of L-A is very critical for the propagation of Ml as 
well as L-A RNA. When the slippery signal was replaced with the Tyl -hi slippery 
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Figure 2. The region of the L-A RNA responsible for ribosomal frameshifting has the 
potential to form different pseudoknot structures, of which the two extremes 
are shown. Stems 1 and 2 make up the pseudoknot. Strand b could pair 
with either strand a, elongating stem 1, or strand c, elonging stem 2 (Dinman 
and Wickner, 1992) 
Animal viruses 
Rous sarcoma virus fRSVl In many retroviruses the pol gene encodes the 
integrase, protease, and reverse transcriptase enzymes, which are synthesized as a 
carboxyl-terminal fusion protein with the gag (core virion protein) gene product. The 
gag-pol fusion protein undergoes post-translational cleavage to form the active enzymes. 
In most cases, the pol gene is in the -1 reading frame with respect to the gag gene. RSV 
gag-pol is the first example of frameshifdng found in higher eukaryotes (Jacks and 
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Varmus, 1985). The gag and pol genes of RSV overlap by 58 nucleotides. An in vitro 
transcript made from the RSV genomic template was translated in a rabbit reticulocyte 
lysate (RRL) system. This experiment showed that a single template produces the gag-
pol polyprotein, and that the firameshifting is dqxndent on the template itself and not on 
virus-induced factors found in the infected cell. In addition, it ruled out the possibility 
that RNA processing rather than firameshifting is responsible for the production of gag-
pol polyprotein. By comparing the amount of gag protein to gag-pol polyprotein it was 
concluded that firameshifting occurs at a frequency of approximately 5%. Direct amino 
acid sequencing demonstrated that the firameshift occurs at the terminal gag codon, 
UUaL®" (Jacks et al., 1988). The slippery site involves the sequence AAAUUUAUAG. 
The underlined is the stop codon of the gag gene which was found to be dispensable for 
firameshifting. In addition, a stem-loop structure is also required for this firameshift. Any 
mutations disrupting base pairs within the stem-loop immediately following the shift site 
reduced firameshift efficiency. Restoring base pairing to the disrupted sequence rescued 
the firameshift efficiency (Jacks et al., 1988). Two other retroviral frameshift signals, 
AAAAAAC fi-om bovine leukemia virus (BLV) gag/pro and UUUAAAC firom BLV 
prolpol can replace the RSV signal and mediate efficient frameshifting (Jacks et al., 
1988). 
Mouse mammarv tumor virus (MMTV) Weiss et al. (1989) studied the 
firameshifting expression of MMTV gag-pro genes. By using a reporter gene system 
(JacZ), ftameshift efficiency was readily measured (about 2%) by assaying jS-
galactosidase acitivity as expressed in E. coli. This demonstrated that E. coli ribosomes 
can respond to the unusual translation signals from a viral gene of eukaryotes. The shifty 
heptanucleotide is AAAAAAC. Direct amino acid sequencing showed that AAC'^" is the 
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last codon for gag and the frameshift occurs at this codon to continue into the pro reading 
frame. Site-directed mutagenesis by Chamorro et al. (1992) showed that the pseudoknot 
downstream the shift site was required for frameshifting. 
Human immunodeficiency virus (HTVO Another very important retrovirus is 
HTV, of which the pol gene is expressed via -1 frameshifting from the 5' overlapping gag 
gene. This was demonstrated by in vitro translation of HIV-1 RNA synthesized in vitro 
by SP6 RNA polymerase (Jacks et al., 1988). The slippery site, UUUUUUA, is at the 5' 
end of the pol gene. Site-directed mutagenesis and amino acid sequencing localized the 
frameshift to the UUA leucine codon near the 5' end of the overlap. "Wilson et al. (1988) 
studied the HTV-l frameshift by using a-2-interferon (IFN) cDNA as a reporter gene. 
They showed that only a short 26 nucleotide sequence within the 241 bp overlap region is 
needed for efficient (5-10%) frameshift. These authors also claimed that the secondary 
structure 3' of the shifty site is not absolutely needed for frameshifting. This secondary 
structure is composed of a 12 bp stem-loop. There is no downstream sequence 
complementary to those in the loop, suggesting that a pseudoknot is not likely to form. 
However, by expressing the full-length HTV-l gag-pol gene in avian or simian cells, 
Parkin et al. (1992) has demonstrated that frameshifting is strongly dependent on the 
stem-loop structure in vivo. Mutations at either side of the stem or deletion of the stem-
loop structure reduced the frameshifting efficiency by four- to seven-fold in avian cells. 
The compensatory mutant restored firameshifdng to the wild-type level, which was about 
0.7%. The ftill-length HIV-1 //I wrro transcript was also translated in RRL. The 
frameshift rate was found to be 2.2 to 3.6%. The frameshift efficiency of the mutant 
stem-loop mRNA was found to be reduced by a factor of two- to three-fold. Parkin et al. 
(1992) also found that the HTV-l shift site can respond to heterologous structural signals. 
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When the HTV-l shift site UUUUUUA was inserted into the MMTV gag-pro shift site 
and context, the frameshift of MMTV with the HTV-l slippery signal was very efficient. 
The HTV-l-mediated MMTV frameshift was strongly dq)endent on the 3' pseudoknot of 
MMTV. 
Vickers and Ecker (1992) fused the overlapping region of the HTV-l gag-pol gene 
into the 5' end of the firefly luciferase reporter gene and studied frameshifting both in 
cells and by in vitro translation. They designed a series of 2'-0-methyl oligonucleotides 
to specifically bind the sequences which flank the gag-pol hairpin. It was found that 
frameshifting was enhanced up to 6-fold by those oligomers which bound the area just 3' 
of the stem. Oligomers which bound 5' to the stem had no effect on frameshift 
efficiency. These authors also constructed a series of fusion genes which mimicked the 
effect of the bound oligomers with intramolecular hairpins. The results suggest that 
increasing RNA secondary structure downstream of the shift site increases the frequency 
of ribosomal frameshifting. 
Feline immunodeficiency virus (TTV) Morikawa and Bishop (1992) studied -1 
frameshifting Of another retrovirus, FFV. The gag and pol genes of FIV overlap by 109 
nucleotides. The frameshift signals include the shifty heptanucleotide GGGAAAC and 
the pseudoknot four nucleotides downstream of the shifty sequence. They found that a 
mutation creating a termination codon just downstream of the putative frameshift signal 
sequence but upstream of the potential pseudoknot structure made a shorter gag product. 
However, this mutation did not affect the fiameshift efficiency. Alternatively, a mutation 
creating a termination codon just upstream of the putative frameshift signal made a 
shorter product and essentially abolished frameshifting. Mutations which changed the 
length between the frameshift signal and pseudoknot structure (the so-called spacer 
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region) also reduced the frameshift efficiency. The insertion of a palindromic sequence, 
which could form a hairpin structure just upstream of the frameshift signal sequence, also 
reduced frameshifting by about 50%. 
Infectious bronchitis virus (TBV) IBV is a coronavirus. It was the first non-
retroviral example of ribosomal frameshifdng in higher eukaryotes (Brierley et al., 1987). 
It was found that the polymerase-encoding region of the genomic RNA of IBV contains 
two briefly overlapping ORFs, F1 and F2. F2 was found to be expressed by a -1 
frameshift. F2 overlaps with F1 by 42 nucleotides; the slippery signal is UUUAAAC. 
By using in vitro translation in rabbit reticulocyte lysates (RRL) of transcripts of F1/F2 
overlapping region plus a marker gene, it was determined that the frameshifdng level was 
about 30%. The nature of the products was confirmed by their reactivity with specific 
antibody. The Aameshift rate in a wheat germ extract (WGE) system was much lower, 
possibly due to differences in the translational environment or ribosome structure. When 
the same transcript was microinjected into Xenopus oocytes, a frameshift was also 
observed, at a level similar to the in -vitro (RRL) system (Brierley et al., 1989). The 
secondary structure, which was found to form a pseudoknot involved in the IBV 
frameshift, was studied extensively (Brierley et al., 1991). It has been demonstrated that 
the pseudoknot stem-loop of IBV must be in close proximity to the shifty site to promote 
efficient frameshifdng. The removal of a single base-pair contact in either stem of the 
pseudoknot was sufficient to reduce or abolish frameshifting. No primary sequence 
determinants in the stems or loops appeared to be important to the frameshift; as long as 
the overall structure was maintained, frameshifdng was highly efficient. 
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Berne Virus fBEV) BEV is a torovirus. It has been shown (Snikderr et al., 
1990) that the 3' part of its polymerase gene contains two ORFs (ORFla and ORFlb). 
These two ORFs overlap by 12 nucleotides with ORFlb expressed via -1 frameshift. The 
slippery site is the same as that of IBV, UUUAAAC. Even the pseudoknot structure 
downstream of frameshift site is similar to IBV, The frameshift rate was detenmned to 
be about 20-30%, again like IBV. When considered with other homologies, it was found 
that coronavirus and torovirus are closely related virus families. 
Plant viruses 
BYDV-PAV Miller et al. (1988) determined the nucleotide sequence of the 
genomic RNA of the BYDV-PAV serotype and deduced its genome organization. The 
polymerase gene was proposed to be translated via -1 frameshifting from the overlapping 
39K ORF based on the following evidence. First, because the amino acid sequence 
encoded upstream of the first methionine in the 60K ORF is similar to that in the putative 
polymerase of carnation mottle virus. Such conservation among untranslated regions of 
viruses is highly unlikely and indicates that the sequence upstream of the first methionine 
(amino acid 95) in the 60K (polymerase) ORF is likely to be translated. Second, the 60K 
ORF is unlikely to be expressed via a subgenomic mRNA, since northern hybridization 
did not detect an appropriately sized RNA in infected tissue. Third, the RNA structure 
around the putative frameshift site shares properties with retroviruses and coronavirus in 
which ribosomal frameshifting is known to occur. The putative slippery signal and the 
following codon is GGGUUUUUAG. The stop codon for the 5' 39K ORF is underlined. 
Downstream of this site, there are two potential stem-loops, which can form either a 
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pseudoknot or a single large stem-loop (Figure 3, Brault and Miller, 1992). Unlike other 
frameshift cases, there is another potential stem-loop upstream of the shift site. 
Therefore, BYDV-PAV luteovirus may use this unique translational mechanism to 
express its polymerase gene. 
Red clover necrotic mosaic virus rRCNMVO Xiong and Lommel (1989) 
determined the complete nucleotide sequence of RNAl of RCNMV, a dianthovirus. The 
57K polymerase ORF was found to overlap with the &st 27K ORF by 7 nucleotides. By 
comparing it with BYDV-PAV and other retroviruses, it was assumed that the polymerase 
was expressed by -1 frameshifiting. The slippery site and following stop codon 
(underlined) was identified as GGAUUUUUAG. A fusion protein of 90-kDa was 
observed upon translation in vitro. It can be immunoprecipitated by polymerase-specific 
antibody (Xiong et al., 1990). Full-length infectious in vitro transcripts were generated 
and assayed for infectivity on Nicotiana benthamana (Kim and Lommel, 1991). 
Eliminating the 27K stop codon with a one base insertion to generate an uninterrupted 88-
kDa ORF destroyed infectivity. Another mutant expressing the 88-kDa pol by 27K stop 
codon readthrough was infectious but replicated very slowly. This means that the 
RCNMV pol expression can occur either by termination readthrough or frameshifting. In 
addition, an RCNMV mutant containing the PAV shifty heptanucleotide with the PAY 
heptanucleotide (GGGUUUU instead of GGAUUUU) was also infectious. 
Beet western yellows virus fBWYM The genomic sequence of BWYV, another 
luteovirus, was determined by Veidt et al. (1988). The polymerase (67K) ORF overlaps 
with the preceding ORF (66K) by 474 nucleotides. By comparison with PAV, it was also 
proposed to be expressed by -1 frameshifting, too. In vitro translation of a ftill-length 





















































1159 39K ORF stop codon 1206 Ava\ 
1249GCAAGGUUAGUAGCA^UAUUAGAUACCUUAGCCAAACCCAUC 1290 
1263 Sspl 
Figure 3. PAV sequence from base 1044 to 1290 (Miller et ai, 1988). 
Secondary structure is shown with the potential two stem-loops or 
a pseudoknot (dotted lines connecting bases) downstream of the 
shifty site. It may exist as a single stem-loop (insert) (Brault and 
Miller, 1992). Some restriction sites are shown 
3' 
G-C 
1162 AG GGCUCC 1248 
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transcript revealed a minor polypeptide of 100-kDa, in both WGE and RRL. This is 
assumed to be the translational firameshifting product of 66K and 67K ORFs (Veidt et al., 
1991). In the overlapping region, there is the sequence, GGGAAAC, identical to the 
FTV shifty heptanucleotide. Its role in frameshifting has not been determined. 
Potato leafroll virus fPLRV) PLRV is the third luteovinis for which ribosomal 
frameshifting has been found to occur for the expression of its polymerase. PLRV was 
sequenced by Mayo et d. (1989) and Keese et al. (1990). The viral replicase is encoded 
in two overkqjping reading frames. The 582 nucleotide overlap harbors the slippery 
signal, UUUAAAU, suggesting the downstream ORF is expressed by -1 frameshifting. 
The putative frameshift region was introduced into a GUS reporter gene system and 
potato protoplasts and studied the in vivo occurrence of frameshifting, in addition to in 
vitro system in RRL (Prufer et al., 1992). Both experimental approaches demonstrate 
that a -1 frameshift occurs at a frequency of about 1 %. The stem-loop downstream of the 
shift site was found to be indispensable for efficient frameshifting. 
BYDV-RPV RPV serotype has distant serological relationship with BYDV-
PAV (Rochow and Duffus, 1981). It is more closely related to PLRV and BWYV. 
Vincent et al. (1991) sequenced RPV genomic RNA and deduced its genome 
organization. It was postulated that the overlapping 0RF2 and 0RF3 encoded the viral 
replicase, and the 0RF3 was expressed by a -1 translational frameshifting mechanism. 
Unlike PLRV, no obvious site for ribosome slippage has been found yet for RPV. 
BYDV-MAV Serotype MAV-PSl of BYDV was sequenced by Ueng et al. 
(1992). MAV is serologically related to PAV. Its polymerase gene (60.5K ORF) 
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overlaps with the upstream 38.8K ORF. The overlapping region is identical to the one in 
Australian PAV isolate. Therefore, the MAV polymerase was proposed to be translated 
by -1 frameshifting at the same shifty heptanucleotide, GGGUUUU, 
Pea enation mosaic virus (?EMV> PEMV is not a luteovirus, but it has been 
found to have a close affiliation with members of the luteovirus group (Dernier and de 
Zoeten, 1991). Its polymerase gene (67K ORF) overlaps with the upstream 84K ORF by 
539 nucleotides. A potential shifty heptanucleotide, GGGAAAC, was found in the 
overlapping region. Thus, the PEMV polymerase was proposed to be expressed by -1 
frameshifting. 
Characteristics of Frameshifting 
I have reviewed most of the frameshifting examples occurring in prokaryotes, lower 
eukaryotes and higher eukaryotes. They are characterized as following and summarized 
in Table 1. 
Elements involved in frameshifting 
Shifty heptanucleotide We have seen that in eukaryotes, the first frameshift signal 
is the "slippery heptamer" made of a run of three adenine, uracil, or guanine residues 
followed by either (i) the tetranucleotide UUUA (e.g., yeast L-A double-stranded RNA 
virus, RSV and HIV); (ii) UUUU (as in BYDV-PAV and RCNMV); (iii) AAAC, (e.g., 
MMTV, FTV, IBV and BEV); and (iv) AAAU, (e.g., PLRV). However, the yeast Tyl 
transposon heptamer is very different, CUUAGGC, which mediates a +1 frameshifting. 
In prokaryotes, both dnaX gene and bacterial ISlSOTyl transposon use another shifty 
Table 1. Frameshifting signals in various organisms^ 
Organism Overlapping Shifty Downstream Other 
(frameshift) genes sequence structure^ signals 
E. colii+\) Two parts of CUUU not found SD-sequence 
RF2 UGA codon 
E. coli (-1) rly of dnaX AAAAAAG stem-loop 
T7(-l) lOA/lOB of GGUUUUC not found a sequence 
gene 10 200 base away 
E. coli IS 150 (-1) 150A/150B AAAAAAG stem-loop 
Yeast Tyl (+1) TyA/TyB CUUAGGC not found 
Yeast L-A (-1) gaglpol GGGUUUA pseudoknot 
RSV (-1) gaglpol AAAUUUA stem-loop 
MMTV (-1) gagtpro AAAAAAG pseudoknot 
fflV-1 (-1) gaglpol UUUUUUA stem-loop 
FIV(-l) gaglpol GGGAAAC pseudoknot Spacer region 
ffiV (-1) Fl/K of pal UUUAAAC pseudoknot Spacer region 
BEV (-1) ORFla/ UUUAAAC pseudoknot 
ORFlb of pol 
BYDV-PAV (-1) 39K/60K pol GGGUUUU stem-loops 
or pseudoknot? 
BYDV-RPV (-1) 71K/72Kofpo/ 7 ? 
BYDV-MAV (-1) 39K/60K pol GGGUUUU? 7 
BWYV (-1) 66K/67K of pol GGGAAAC? 7 
PLRV (-1) 0RF2a/ UUUAAAU stem-loop 
0RF2b pol 
RCNMV (-1) 27K/57K pol GGAUUUU pseudoknot? 
PEMV (-1) 84K/67K pol GGGAAAC? 7 
^References are as in the text. 
^Downstream structure = structures immediately downstream of the shifty sites. 
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heptamer, CUUAGGC, different, which mediates a +1 frameshifdng. In prokaryotes, 
both dnaX gene and bacterial IS 150 transposable element use AAAAAAG as their shifty 
heptanucleotide, while bacteriophage T7's gene 10 has GGUUUUC. Another +1 
frameshifdng example is the RF2 gene which has CUUU as the shift site. 
Secondary structure In most cases of frameshifting, the mRNA secondary structure 
downstream of the shifty site is very critical. Disruption of the stem-loops will reduce or 
abolish frameshift; e.g., in the frameshifting of druiX. gene, IS 150, HIV and PLRV. The 
3' secondary structure of the shifty site of yeast L-A ds RNA virus, MMTV, FIV, IBV, 
and BEV can form a pseudoknot structure. It has been demonstrated that the primary 
sequence of mRNA is not important; it is the overall structure that is critical for 
frameshifting. This is proven because mutations in which the sequences are changed, but 
the structures are maintained, result in frameshifting levels similar to wild-type. In 
addition, the spacer region, i.e. the length between the frameshift signal and pseudoknot, 
has also been found critical for FIV (8 base spacer) and IBV (6 base spacer) 
frameshifting. In HTV-l, increase in the degree of the secondary structure results in an 
increased frameshift rate. 
In all of these frameshifting systems, a stem-loop upstream of the shift site has never 
been found, except in BYDV-PAV. In the case of FTV, an artificial insertion of a 
palindromic sequence, which could form a hairpin structure just upstream of the 
frameshift signal sequence, reduced FIV frameshifting by about 50% (Morikawa and 
Bishop, 1992). 
Stop codon Stop codons flanking the shifty sites are important in frameshifting in 
limited examples. The change of UGA at the 3' side of the RF2 shift site to a sense 
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codon, UGG, decreased the frameshift rate by 8-fold (Weiss et al., 1987). A mutation 
creating a termination codon downstream of the frameshift signal, but upstream of the 
pseudoknot in FTV, did not affect frameshifting. However, the mutation creating a stop 
codon just upstream of the frameshift site essentially abolished frameshifting. In RSV, 
the stop codon UAG at the 3' end of the shifty heptanucleotide was found to be 
unnecessary for frameshifting. 
In all the other frameshifting systems, there are no stop codons flanking the shifty 
site. In PAV, the 39K ORF stop codon is at the 3' end of the heptanucleotide. The stop 
codon that defines the 5' end of 60K ORF is UGA,; together with the 39K UAG, these 
two stop codons define the overlapping window as 13 nucleotides. 
Other signals The Shine-Dalgamo sequence (SD sequence; ribosome binding site, 
RBS) located 3 nucleotides 5' of the shift site of RF2 was identified as another frameshift 
stimulator besides the 3' stop codon. In the frameshifting expression of bacteriophage T7 
gene 10, there is a stimulator located at the 3' non-coding region, which is over 200 bases 
downstream of the frameshift site. It contains the transcription terminator stem-loop 
sequence which, excqjt for the extreme 5' end, is dispensable for the frameshift reaction. 
Mechanisms of Frameshifting 
Jacks and Varmus (1988) proposed a simultaneous slippage model for the mechanism 
of -1 frameshifting using RSV as an example (Figure 4). The putative frameshift site of 
RSV includes sequence ACA AAU UUA UAG (the shifty heptanucleotide is underlined). 
During translation, a ribosome moves to the final two codons of gag such that the UUA 
codon is in the ribosomal aminoacyl (A) site being read by tRNA^". The nascent protein 



















first pol frame 
codon decoded 
ACAAAUUUAUAGGGA 
' AAU \ 
Leu 
Step 3 
Figure 4. The simultaneous-slippage model of franieshifting at the RSV frameshift site 
(Jacks et al., 1988). Sequence of mRNA is above tRNAs in the peptidyl (P) 
and aminoacyl (A) sites in the elongating ribosome 
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Simultaneous slippage of these two tRNAs by one nucleotide in the 5' direction (-1) leads 
to the situation where both tRNAs are base-paired to the mRNA in two out of three 
anticodon positions. This interaction is made possible by the A and U residues 5' to the 
AAU and UUA codons, respectively (step 2). Next, normal peptidyl transfer of the 
nascent protein to the tRNA^eu and translocation of this tRNA to the P site brings the 
first /?f>/-frame codon (AUA) into the A site (step 3), where it is normally decoded by 
tRNA^® and hence the translation continues (step 4). 
In this model, the role of the tRNA reading the P-site codon at the frameshift site, 
though important, is less critical than the A-site. It is possible that the A site is the site 
which determines the species of new tRNA coming in, whether it is the 0-frame tRNA or 
-1-frame tRNA. Consistent with the more relaxed P-site requirements is the presence of 
several different P-site codons in various frameshift sites while only 4 A-site codons are 
observed in higher eukaryotes, UUA (RSV, HIV), UUU (BYDV, RCNMV), AAC (FIV, 
BEV) and AAU (PLRV). Uracil (U) and adenine (A) predominate in shifty 
heptanucleotides. It is probably due to the existence of only two hydrogen bonds between 
A and U opposed to three hydrogen bonds between C and G. This weaker base-pairing 
may facilitate slippage. Based on mutation analysis of slippery sequences, Brierley et al. 
(1992) proposed that slip sequences are decoded by the normal pool of cellular tRNAs 
and the ability to slip at a particular codon is determined by the strength of the codon-
anticodon interaction in the ribosomal A-site before tRNA slippage. If this interaction is 
relatively weak, slippage is more likely to occur. 
This simultaneous-slippage model of fiameshifdng requires a minimum of 7 
homopolymeric or slippery nucleotides. Usually they are runs of adenine, uracil and 
guanine. In addition, it takes advantage of unstable base-pairing at the wobble base. 
This model has been strongly supported by the reduction in frameshifting efficiency 
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observed upon mutations of the shifty heptanucleotides in almost all the frameshift 
systems. Direct amino acid sequencing has also given hard evidence that frameshifdng 
occurs in these homopolymeric runs of nucleotides in many systems. 
In addition to the sequences at the frameshift site, ribosomal frameshifdng in most 
cases is dq)endent on an RNA secondary structure (or a pseudoknot) located just 3' to this 
site. The importance of the secondary structure in frameshifting has been illustrated by 
the inhibition of frameshifdng caused by disrupdon of the structure and recovery of 
frameshifdng by restoration of the structure. It has been proposed that the downstream 
RNA secondary structure could influence ribosomes at the frameshift site in a number of 
ways (Jacks et al., 1988). The stem of a stem-loop structure could be the binding site for 
a ribosomal protein or RNA for a soluble elongation factor. This binding could then 
affect the fidelity of the ribosome-tRNA interaction at the decoding sites. The stem-loop 
could directiy displace the ribosome from its 0-frame alignment by interfering with 
normal tRNA translocation, effectively "pushing" the ribosome into the -1 frame. During 
frameshifting in the E. coli RF2 gene, an RNA sequence upstream of the frameshift site 
binds a segment of 16S RNA (that which normally binds the SD sequence during 
initiation). This binding is thought to facilitate "pushing" the ribosome into the +1 frame 
(Weiss et al., 1988). In addition, the stem-loop could act as a translational barrier that 
simply causes ribosomes to pause at the frameshift site, allowing increased time for the 
ribosome-bound tRNAs to reach an alternative configuration on the mRNA. By using a 
"heelprinting" technique (Wolin and Walter, 1988), Tu et al. (1992) have provided 
evidence that ribosomes have a decreased rate of movement through a pseudoknot 
required for frameshifting of a yeast dsRNA virus. These paused ribosomes are directly 
situated over the shift sequence. Ribosomal pausing appears to be necessary but not 
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sufficient for frameshifdng. Together with the shifty signals, they facilitate efficient 
firameshifting for this virus. 
The enhancement by adjacent stop codons of frameshift efficiency in some cases 
might also be explained by translational pausing (during decoding of the terminator), 
increasing the time lapse for tRNA realignment (Wolin and Walter, 1988). 
The 3' non-coding region in gene 10 of bacteriophage T7 has been found to enhance 
its frameshifdng. However, its mechanism is not understood (Condron et al., 1991). 
This simultaneous-slippage model for frameshifdng is based on the two-site (peptidyl 
tRNA-aminoacyl tRNA) ribosome. It postulates that the simultaneous -1 slippage occurs 
after decoding at the secondary slippery codon but before the peptidyl transfer reaction. 
Weiss et al. (1989) proposed an alternative model based on the three-site ribosome (exit-
peptidyl tRNA-aminoacyl tRNA) of Moazed and Noller (1989) with slippage occurring 
after the peptidyl transfer reaction. This model (Figure 5) is firstly based on the recent 
studies on chemical footprinting of tRNA to 16S and 23S rRNA, supporting the E-P-A 
site ribosome model and displacement model of elongation, in which the peptide remains 
stationary while the tRNAs transiently occupy hybrid E/P and P/A sites during a two-step 
elongation reaction. Secondly, in considering the possible consequences of a stem-loop 
element at least 6 nucleotides 3' of the A site in most cases, it seems reasonable that their 
impact on frameshifdng occurs during translocation of the second slippery codon from the 
A to P site, not while the ribosome is stationary awaiting peptidyl transfer. Therefore, 
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Figure 5. ^^feiss's three-site model for retroviral ribosomal frameshifting (Weiss et al., 
1989). A hypothetical sequence of events for the -1 ribosomal frameshift 
shown in four stages with^ the ribosomal elongation cycle. The first stage 
shows both slippery tRNAs (above mRNA) before transpeptidation. The 
second stage shows the tRNAs still in the zero frame but occupying hybrid 
sites after transpeptidation (Moazed and Noller, 1989). The third stage, 
which may occur during translocation, shows the mRNA slipping by one 
nucleotide, and the fourth stage shows the incoming tRNA aiginine decoded 
in the -1 frame, completing the cycle 
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Methods to Study Frameshiftiiig 
In vivo 
Direct in vivo study As in the dnaX ftameshifdng study by Tsuchihashi and 
Romberg (1990), the gene expression products can be electrcphoresed and detected by 
western blotting with specific antibodies. The ratio of the gene products as a result of 
frameshifting can be readily calculated; hence the frameshifting efficiency can be 
obtained. This method has the advantage of directly measuring expression of the natural 
gene. 
E. coli heterologous system In this system, the sequence responsible for 
frameshifting is cloned in front of, or in the middle of, a reporter gene in a plasmid 
which is then used to transform strains of E. coli. By measuring the expression level of 
the reporter gene, the firameshift behavior can be elucidated. The reporter gene that has 
been used is the bacterial lacZ gene, as in the study of the MMTV frameshifting by Weiss 
et al. (1989), yeast Tyl frameshifting by Clare et al. (1988), etc. LadZ gene (/?-
galactosidase) activity can be easily measured spectrophotometrically by color change of 
its substrate ONPG (o-niti-ophenyl-jS-D-galactoside). It is not time consuming. It has 
been shown that the bacterial ribosomes can respond to different eukaryotic frameshifting 
signals and successfully mediate their frameshifting. 
Other heterologous in vivo system An a-2-interferon (IFN) cDNA was used as a 
reporter gene for the study of HTV-l frameshifting (Wilson et al., 1988). It is 
conveniently small but detectable with its specific antibody, and is stable in fusion 
proteins produced in heterologous systems. In this study, a short sequence encompassing 
the HIV ftameshift site was fused with IFN and the frameshift mediated expression of 
IFN in yeast was detected by immunoassay, immunoprecipitation or western blotting. 
In the study of FIV gaglpol frameshifting by Morikawa and Bishop (1992), the 
gagfpol gene was introduced into the baculovirus vector pAcYMl. The Spodoptra 
frugiperda insect cells were transfected with the plasmid. The frameshifted gene 
expression product was detected by FIV-specific antibody in western blotting. 
Parkin et al. (1992) made a construct containing the full-length HTV gag-pol gene and 
transfected avian fibrosarcoma or simian cells. Total proteins were isolated, 
immunoprecipitated with an anti-gag monoclonal antibody and electrophoresed. The 
ftameshift efficiency was measured by the intensity of the products by a Phosphorimager 
(Molecular Dynamics). 
The frameshifting study by Prufer et al. (1992) used the GUS (/S-glucuronidase) gene 
as a reporter gene for PLRV. It takes advantage of the lack of GUS activity in plants, 
since it is a bacterial gene. It is detected by a simple fluorometric assay. The construct 
included the PLRV frameshift region fused to the GUS gene; it was then introduced into 
potato protoplasts by PEG-mediated DNA transfer. The frameshifting rate was measured 
as transient expression. 
In all of these heterologous in vivo systems, there is the advantage of being easy to 
conduct the gene transfer coupled with a simple, quick way to measure the gene activity. 
They also include all host factors that may be involved in frameshifting. However, not 
all these systems are the real hosts for the studied viruses. The host factors may not play 
the same role as host factors in the natural hosts. It is also a question, in the PLRV 
protoplast system, whether the regulated expression in cells without walls and dissociated 
from their original organs and tissues is always comparable to the expression in the 
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corresponding intact tissues. In addition, only part of the genome of the studied viruses 
were used in these assays, and the cells or protoplasts were not infected with the virus. 
Any regulatory factors induced or encoded by the virus would be absent. 
In vitro 
In most studies of frameshifting, an in vitro translation system was employed. Genes 
expressed by frameshifting expression are cloned in an in vitro transcription vector 
adjacent to an RNA polymerase promoter. Significant amounts of transcripts can be 
made in vitro. The transcripts are translated in either RRL or WGE, in the presence of 
radioactively labeled amino acids. The transframe proteins can be electrophoresed and 
detected by autoradiography. Frameshifting rate can be assessed readily. 
This system is simple and straightforward. The ftameshift signal can be investigated 
as a single entity affecting translation. Any translational factor can be controlled. The 
gene expression products are pure and homogeneous. However, some gene expression 
events need the presence of host factors which will be absent in an in vitro translation 
system. Therefore, the results may not be comparable to the real event. For example, 
Wilson et al. (1988) found that HIV-1 frameshifting is not dependent on the 3' secondary 
structure in the in vitro study and in yeast cells. However, when Parkin et al. (1992) put 
the firameshift constructs into avian and simian cells, it was found that the stem-loop is 
indispensable. The explanation is that there is a ti-ans-acting factor present in avian and 
simian cells which can either stabilize the secondary structure or sensitize the ribosome to 
its presence. This factor is more limiting in the RRL (jn vitro) and absent from yeast 
cells. Another explanation might be that the translational kinetics are very different 
between expression systems, such that different steps, like peptide chain elongation, 
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reading frame slippage, tRNA availability, and ribosome pausing at the secondary 
structure, are rate limiting (Parkin et cd., 1992). 
Mutagenesis 
Mutation is a very important tool for studying frameshifting. By mutating the 
heptanucleotides to any other possible nucleotide combinations, it has been demonstrated 
that they are the frameshift site in virtually all -1 frameshifting systems. Also deletions, 
disruptions and restorations of secondary structures have proven their importance in 
frameshifting. 
Amino acid sequencing 
Direct amino acid sequencing around the frameshift site has provided credible 
evidence precisely defining where frameshifting occurs in several frameshifting systems, 
e.g., MMTV (Weiss et cd., 1989). 
Importance of Frameshifting 
The efficiency of frameshifting varies greatly, ranging from about 1 % for PLRV, to 
20-30% for IBV and BEV, and 50% for RF2 gene and 80% for the dnoK. gene. Most 
frameshift rates are low, about 1-10%. Why does fiameshifting vary so much between 
systems? Why do most of them have low efficiencies? 
Most viral mRNAs are monocistronic. As reviewed by Kozak (1986), with few 
exceptions, it is exclusively the 5'-proximal cistron of viral RNAs that get translated. 
How do viruses express the other genes? It has been shown, some viruses have 
segmented genomes, e.g. influenza viruses, comoviruses, etc. Alematively, polyproteins 
are made and then processed post-translationally, e.g., picomaviruses and potyviruses. 
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Some viruses produce subgenomic RNAs, e.g., coronaviruses and BYDV. By leaky 
scanning, ribosomes can initiate at the 5'-proximal AUG codon, as well as at another 
AUG codon downstream (Kozak, 1986), e.g., SV40 VPl, BYDV (Dinesh-Kumar et al., 
1992). Some viruses may be able to initiate at codons other than AUG; e.g., the adeno-
associated virus capsid protein B uses ACG as a start codon. Reinitiation at an internal 
AUG codon accounts for the translation of the SV40 agnogene protein and VPl from the 
same mRNA. Stop codon readthrough is used by murine and feline leukemia viruses to 
produce the pol gene product, and it is used by tobacco mosaic virus to regulate the 
expression of the putative viral RNA-dependent RNA replicase (Skuzeski et al., 1990). 
Frameshifdng is another mechanism that is used to produce only a small amount of an 
essential protein that might be toxic if overproduced. Frameshifdng is essentially a 
translation "error", an inefficient mechanism like stop codon readthrough, which is used 
to control the amount of gene products. 
In most cases of frameshifdng, the viral polymerase is produced by this unique 
translation mechanism. Compared to the coat proteins of viruses, polymerase is definitely 
not in large demand. This is clearly demonstrated for the yeast L-A dsRNA virus 
(Dinman and Wickner, 1992). This virus supports the propagation of its Ml (killer 
toxin-encoding) satellite RNA. The pol gene of L-A virus is translated via frameshifdng 
from the previous gag gene at a rate of 1.9%. The L-A virion has approximately 120 
major coat protein molecules (encoded by the gag gene) per viral particle. The 1.9% 
frequency of frameshifting suggests that there are two gag/pol fusion proteins per virion, 
and this is approximately the amount found in isolated particles. The Ml RNA is 
encapsidated in viral particles and is replicated and transcribed. That is, the L-A viral 
ratio of gaglpol will affect the Ml RNA propagation. It has been observed that Ml can 
be maintained and propagated only in a narrow window of L-A frameshifting efficiency. 
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A greater-than-twofold increase in L-A ftameshift completely eradicates its ability to 
maintain Ml propagation. 
As has been summarized by Parkin et al. (1992), many retroviruses utilize 
translational ftameshifting to generate pol gene product, leading to the production of a 
fixed ratio of gag to gag-pol polyproteins. This mechanism enables the poZ-encoded gene 
products to be assembled into budding virions, as part of the gag-pol polyprotein, by 
virtue of signals contained in the gag region. In addition, frameshifting allows the virus 
to maintain a regulated ratio of gag proteins to gag-pol proteins in infected cells, thereby 
ensuring efficient assembly of infectious particles. Subsequent processing (primarily at 
the time of budding) by the viral protease generates the mature structural and enzymatic 
proteins found in virions. 
The 3' half of the stem-loop downstream of the ftameshift site in PLRV has been 
found to encode a cluster of basic amino acids, KRQLRHPRRRYKR (Prufer et al., 
1992). It displays nucleic acid-binding properties and may represent part of the RNA 
template-binding site of the PLRV ORF2a/ORF2b replicase. Based on this assumption, 
ribosomal frameshifting would have to occur to the N-terminal side of the basic cluster in 
order to preserve this important functional domain in the viral replicase. 
Frameshifting expression has also provided evidence for classification of luteoviruses 
(Miller et al., 1988; Keese et al., 1990; Veidt et al., 1988; Vincent et al., 1991; Ueng et 
al., 1992). The RNA polymerase genes of BWYV, PLRV and BYDV-RPV are more 
similar to their counterpart gene in southern bean mosaic virus (SBMV) than to that in 
BYDV-PAV and BYDV-MAV. BYDV-PAV polymerase has greater similarity to those 
of carnation mottle virus, cucumber necrosis virus, maize chlorotic mottle virus, turnip 
crinkle virus and RCNMV than to PLRV or BWYV. This means that these three 
luteovirus belong to two different subgroups. Similarly in animal viruses, the similarity 
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of frameshifling between coronavirus IBV and torovinis BEV suggests that these are two 
closely related viral families. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
General Techniques 
Standard cloning procedures 
All cloning followed standard procedures, based on the "Bible for Molecular Cloning" 
(Maniatis er û/., 1982; Sambrook e/û/., 1989), with modifications. 
Enzymes, chemicals 
Most of the enzymes and chemicals were from Promega Co., BRL, Biolabs, Sigma, 
etc, unless specified. 
DNA sequencing 
For any cloning, the ends of the insert were sequenced with primers in the vectors to 
confirm the intactness. For any mutations made, the mutants were confirmed by 
sequencing with proper primers. Three different double-stranded (ds) plasmid sequencing 
proceduies were used with the Idts from Promega Co. They were based on the dideoxy 
nucleotide sequencing method of Sanger et al. (1977). 
Tag Track™ with end-labelled primer Primer was end-labelled with y-^^P-
ATP by T4 polynucleotide Idnase. Sodium hydroxide (2 M)-denatured ds plasmid was 
annealed with labelled primer at 37 C for 10 min. Extension/termination reactions were 
carried out in the presence of dideoxy ATP, CTP, OTP, and TTP by Taq DNA 
polymerase at 70 C. Reaction mixes were electrophoresed through 6% denaturing (8 M 
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urea) polyacrylamide sequencing gel. The gel was dried and subjected to direct 
autoradiography with Kodak X-Omat AR film. 
Tag Track™ Extension/labeling system with or-^Ss-dATP In this procedure, the 
unlabelled primer was annealed to the alkaline denatured plasmid template at 37 C for 10 
min followed by extension/labeling reaction in the presence of a-^^S-dATP and Taq DNA 
polymerase at 37 C for 5 min. Termination reactions were effected with dideoxy NTP 
mixes at 70 C for 10 min. Electrophoresis and autoradiography were done as above. 
fmol™ DNA sequencing system with 32p end-labelled primer This system 
employs a thermal cycler (PGR machine, polymerase chain reaction) to carry out the 
denaturation and extension reactions, eliminating the requirement for alkaline 
denaturations and ethanol precipitation of dsDNA templates. In addition, it facilitates 
DNA sequencing through highly structured regions. The primer was first end-labelled 
with 7-32p-ATP by T4 polynucleotide kinase. The labelled primer, template, nucleotide 
mixes and Taq DNA polymerase were added into a 0.5 ml microfuge tube; covered with 
20 All mineral oil (Sigma) and placed in a thermal cycler. The cycling program was: 95 C 
for 2 min; then, 95 C for 30 sec (denaturation), 70 C for 30 sec (annealing/extension). A 
total 30 cycles were used. Electrophoresis and autoradiography were as mentioned 
above. 
Mutagenesis 
Enzymatic Some mutations were made by digestion with restriction enzymes and 
then modified by Klenow fill-in or blunting to insert or delete one or a few bases. 
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PGR A two-step PGR mutagenesis procedure (Herlitze and Koenen, 1990) was 
adopted with modifications (Figure 6). In the first step, a mutagenic primer (made by the 
Nucleic Acid Facility at Iowa State University or by Keystone Laboratories,Inc., Menlo 
Park, GA) and a flanking primer annealing to the complementary strand in the opposite 
direction were combined with plasmid template. After amplification, one tenth of the 
first (mutated) fragment was run in an agarose gel to affirm the expected molecular 
weight. Then the fragment was extracted from the gel by phenol/chloroform, precipitated 
with 95 % ethanol and resuspended in 10 til H2O. Half of this mutated fragment was used 
with another flanking primer and the same plasmid template to perform the second round 
of PGR. This second PGR product was extracted with phenol/chloroform and 
precipitated with ethanol. It was then digested with proper restriction enzymes, purified 
by low-melt agarose and cloned into the proper vector. The PGR reaction mix contained 
30 ng plasmid template, 40 pmol of each primer, 200 /xM of each dNTP, 10 /xl of lOX 
buffer [100 mM Tris-HGl, pH 8.3, 500 mM KGl, 15 mM MgGlz, 0.01% (w/v) gelatin], 
and the final volume was adjusted to 100 n\ with water, and overlayed with 100 /xl 
mineral oil. Taq DNA polymerase (0.5 /il) (Perkin Elmer Getus Go.) was added 7 min 
after the PGR reaction started. The typical PGR cycles were: one cycle of 94 G 
(denaturation), 7 min; 42 G (annealing), 2 min; 72 G (extension), 3 min; 25 cycles of 94 






1 First PGR 
X First mutated fragment 
1 
Plasmid template 
X First mutated fragment 
< P(DS) 
1 Second PGR 
1 
Digesting with proper restriction enzymes and cloning into vector 
Figure 6. Illustration of two-step PGR mutagenesis (modified from Herlitze and 
Koenen, 1990). P(US), P(M) and P(DS) represent upstream, mutagenic 
and downstream primers, respectively. X = mismatched base(s) 
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Frameshifdng in E. coli 
Constructs of PGCA series (Figure 7) 
Viral sequence containing the putative frameshift site and the first stem-loop 
downstream (Figure 3) corresponding to BYDV-PAV nucleotides 1046-1206 was cloned 
into the AccI and Aval sites of pGEM3Zf(-) (Promega). The plasmid pGCA was 
designed such that active jS-galactosidase (jS-gal) would result only if ribosomes slipped 
on the viral mRNA by a -1 frameshift. 
Plasmid pGCAEf was made from pGCA by digesting this plasmid with EcoRI and 
filling-in with Klenow. This /acZ gene was in fr-ame with the viral gene. If there was 
read through of the 39K stop codon (UAG), functional jS-gal would be produced. 
Plasmid pGCAKt was made by digesting pGCA with and truncating with mung 
bean nuclease (BioLabs). The ZccZ gene was in the -Hi frame relative to the viral 
sequence. To get functional jS-gal, ribosomes would have to switch into +1 frame and 
read through two stop codons in the viral sequence. 
Plasmid pGCACK was constructed from pGCAEf by two-step PGR mutagenesis to 
change the 39K ORF stop codon UAG into UCG. The primers used were VB4 5'-
AGAGCCCCT£GAAAAACCCAC-3' (the mutated nucleotide is underlined), and M13 
forward and reverse primers (Promega). In this construct, the /acZ gene was in the 0-
frame with no intervening stop codons. It was used as a positive control. 
Constructs of pGCS series (Figure 7B) 
The C/aI-Ss/?I fragment of pPA142 corresponding to PAV nucleotides 1046-1265 
(total 220 bp) (Figure 3) was cloned into AccI and Smal digested pGEM3Zf(-) to make 
pGCS. The lacZ gene was in the 4-1 frame relative to the viral sequence and separated 
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M-..18aa A CRSM SVPIPTNKD 
AUG..56iit..GCCUGCAGGUCGAUGUCUGUACCAAUUCCAACCAACAAAGAC 
1046 
I  K L K M V L Q S P E A R A R R  
AUCAAAUUGAAGAUGGUGOJACAGAGUCCUGAAGCACGUGCCAGGCGG 
E R M D V L E G L C 
GAACGCAUGGACGUGCUUGACUCUGUGGGUUljOUAGAGGGGCUCUGU 
•->0 (pGCACK) 
T A S G F E S P F P I  R V P S S  
ACCGCCUCUGGUUUUGAGAGCCCAUUCCCUAUUCGGC^UACCGAGCUCG 
N S P Y S E S Y. 57 aa.../ ^ (pGCAKt) 
„AAUUCGCCCUAUAGUGAGUCGUAU..171nt..UAA 
AAUU(pGCAEf) 
(B) lacZ BYDV-PAV lacZ 
# 60K 





lacZ reading frame 




(pGCS) AUG 39K • + 1 
• e 
• 60K 










0, No stop 
Figure 7. (A) Sequence of viral insert and flanking bases in pGCA. Vector bases and 
amino acids (ladZ a peptide) are in italics. Amino acid sequence of C-
terminus of 39K and 60K ORFs are shown. Four base deletion (A), insertion 
(AAUU) and A mutated into C to generate pGCAKt, pGCAEf and pGCACK, 
respectively are shown below the sequence. Shifty heptanucleotide is boxed. 
(B) Diagrams of constructs of pGCA and pGCS series. In the PAV sequence 
portion, three reading frames are shown, with the -1 reading frame at the top, 
the 0 frame in the center and the 4-1 frame at the bottom for each construct 
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by three stop codons. pGCS was digested with £coRI and filled-in with Klenow to make 
pGCSEf in which the /S-gal gene was in the -1 frame. pGCSKt was made by digesting 
pGCS with Kpnl and treating with mung bean nuclease to make the ladZ in frame with 
the viral sequence. pGCSCK was made the same way as pGCACK by two-stq) PGR 
mutagenesis of pGCSKt to change the 39K termination codon UAG into UCG. 
g-gal assay 
#-gal activity was measured according to Miller (1972). DH5a cells containing 
plasmids were grown in 1 ml minimal medium IX A [0.06 M K2HPO4, 0.03 M 
KH2PO4, 0.008 M (NH4)2S04 , 0.002 M sodium citrate] supplemented with 20 /ig/ml 
vitamin Bl, 10 mM MgSO^ , 0.4% glucose, and 1 mM IPTG (isopropyl-jS-D-thio-
galactoside). Eighty microliters of overnight culture were added to 2 ml fresh minimal 
medium in a test tube and aerated at 37 C until OD^QQ reached to 0.28 to 0.7. The cell 
culture was set on ice for 20 min. One half mililiter of this culture was added to 0.5 ml 
Z buffer (0.06 M Na2P04, 0.04 M NaH2P04, 0.01 M KCl, 0.001 M MgS04, 0.05 M /3-
mercaptoethanol, pH 7.0). To disrupt cell membranes, 40 /xl chloroform and 20 ^1 0.1 % 
SDS were added and the mixture was vortexed for 10 sec. The tube was put into a 28 C 
water bath for 5 min. Substrate (0.2 ml), ONPG (4 mg/ml in 0.1 M sodium phosphate 
buffer, pH 7.0) was added to each tube. The reaction was carried out at 28 C for 15 min 
to 2 hr and was stopped by adding 0.5 ml of 1 M Na^CO^. The reaction mix was 
centrifiiged in a microfiige for 1 min. One ml of the supernatant was taken to record 
readings at 420 nm and 550 nm using a spectrophotometer. The units of jS-gal were 
calculated by the equation below (Miller, 1972): 
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OD420 - 1.75 X OD550 
Units of jS-gal = 1000 x 
t X V X ODgoo 
OD420 was the reading of yellow color developed by the jS-gal and substrate reaction, 
OD550 was the reading for cell debris, and ODgoo was the reading for cell concentration 
before the reaction, t was the time of reation in minutes, and v was the volume of culture 
used in the assay in milliliters. jS-gal assays were done with three relicates per construct 
and three assays at different times. The ftameshifting level was calculated by dividing jS-
gal units of each construct by that of pGCACK or pGCSCK. 
Clones of E. coli transformed with plasmids of these constructs were streaked on 
plates containing Luria-Bertani (LB) medium supplemented with 50 ^g/ml ampicillin and 
spreaded with 10 yl 100 mM IPTG and 40 yX 50 mg/ml X-gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-
indolyl-j8-D-galactoside). The color reaction between jS-galactosidase enzyme (encoded 
by lacZ gene) and substrate X-gal was observed. 
Amino Acid Sequencing Around the Frameshift Site 
Construction of pETV (Figure 8^ 
Veronique Brault (a postdoc in the lab) made construct pS(-l)UAG in the vector 
pAGUSl-TN2 (a gift of J. Skuzeski, University of Utah, Skuzeski et al., 1990). This 
construct contained PAV nucleotides 1132 to 1246 (Brault and Miller, 1992) with a start 
codon at the Ncol site at base 1132, leading to GUS expression if -1 frameshifting 
occurred. pS(-l)UAG was digested with Ncol and Sspl. This fragment included the 115 
base viral sequence and two-thirds of the GUS gene. pET-lld (Novagen Co., a gift from 
Dr. E. Wurtele, Department of Botany, ISU) was used as a high expression vector with a 
TA ATACGACTCACTATAGGGGA ATTGTGAGCGGATA ACAATTCCCCTCTAGA A ATA ATI- r It i' [• r l'A AmTA Afi 
T7 promotor lac operator 
L E G  L  C  • •  
M e t D V L D S V G  F *  
AAGGAGAAGGAGATATACCATGGACGTGCTTGACTCTf7rnGnTTTTTAfiAfifi(irir!TfTTrrr GCT 1246 
SD sequence 
Vector*—' Viral sequence (nts 1132-1246) 
TCATGAAAGCTT (GUS gene, 1278 nt) AAT GATCC- (pET-lld vector, 61 nt)TAA* |T7 terminator 
Bsphl Hindlll {SspV) {j3am\{\) Stop codon 
Figure 8. Important features of pETV. The T7 promoter, lac operator and Shine-Dalgamo (SD) sequence are underlined. 
Viral amino acids starting at the first methionine in the 0 frame and continuing in the -1 frame are shown 
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T7-lac promoter and T7 terminator. The Ncol-Sspl fragment from pS(-l)UAG was 
cloned into BowiHI-digested, Klenow fiUed-in and then Afcol-cut pET-lld. E. coli strain 
HBlOl was transformed with the ligation mix. The sequence of recombinant plasmid 
(pETV) was confirmed by DNA sequencing. 
Expression of pETV and electrophoresis of expressed protein 
Expression host BL21(DE3), an E. coli strain, was transformed with plasmid pETV 
for high expression of the cloned gene. An overnight culture (300 ^il) of transformed 
cells was added into 6 ml (1:20 dilution) of fresh LB medium containing 50 fig!ml 
ampicillin. When A^QQ reached 0.6 (about 1,5 hr later), IPTG was added to a final 
concentration of 1 mM to induce the T7 RNA polymerase gene under the lac UV5 
promoter. The time course of gene expression was monitored by centrifuging 1 ml of 
culture at different time intervals and dissolving the pellet in 100 /xl SDS loading buffer, 
consisting of 62 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 10% glycerol, 2% SDS, 5% 2-/3-
mercaptoethanol, and 0,001 % bromophenol blue. 
Discontinuous SDS-PAGE was used to sq)arate the expressed protein (Laemmli, 
1970), using a 10% sqiarating gel and 4% stacking gel. The gel was run in a BioRad 
Mini-PROTEIN II cell at 30 mA for about 2 hr. It was fixed for 15 min in 10% acetic 
acid:20% methanol:70% H2O. The gel was stained with 0.1% coomassie blue in 5% 
acetic acid:45% methanol for 1 hr., and then destained in 5% acetic acid:45% methanol 
on a shaker. 
Purification of large amounts of expressed protein 
Large quantities of expressed protein were purified according to Sambrook et al 
(1989) with modifications. Five milliliters of overnight culture was added to 100 ml 
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fresh LB medium plus ampicillin (50 ^cg/ml). After induction with IPTG, cells were 
grown at 37 C for 5 hr and then centrifuged at 5(XX) rpm for 5 min. The pellet was 
resuspended in 6 ml lysis buffer, containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 
and 100 mM NaCI. Proteinase inhibitor, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, 5 fil, 
1(X) mM), was added to the resuspended cells along with 500 /xl (10 mg/ml in H2O) 
lysozyme. Cells were then incubated at 22 C for 15 min and on ice for another 15 min. 
Two pulses of sonication with Biosonik (Bronwill Scientific, Rochester, NY) at maximum 
level were applied for 15 sec/each. Four milligrams of deoxycholic acid was added to 
cells while stirring continuously. The tube was then placed at 37 C, and stirred until the 
lysate became viscous. DNase I (100 n\, 1 mg/ml) was added to the lysate. It was 
incubated at 22 C until it was no longer viscous. The cell lysate was centrifuged at 
15,000 rpm for 5 min in a microfuge. The pellet was resuspended in 3 ml lysis buffer 
containing 0.5% Triton X-100 and 10 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), and incubated at 22 C for 5 
min. It was microfuged again for 5 min. The pellet contained expressed proteins in the 
form of inclusion bodies from bacteria which needed to be solubilized. One milliliter 
lysis buffer containing 0.1 mM PMSF and 8 M urea was used to resuspend the pellet. It 
was stored at 22 C for 1 hr. This solution was added to 9 ml solubilization buffer (50 
mM KH2PO4, pH 10.7; 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0; 50 mM NaCl), pH was maintained at 
10.7 with KOH and the mixture was incubated at 22 C for 30 min. The pH was adjusted 
to 8.0 with HCl and the mixture was kept at 22 C for another 30 min. The solubilized 
protein was precipitated by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 min and resuspended in 
SDS gel loading buffer. 
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Electroblotting of purified protein, amino acid analysis and peptide sequencing 
The purified protein was electrophoresed in 10% resolving and 4% stacking SDS-
PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyaciylamide gel electrophoresis) mini-gel. After 
electrophoresis, the gel was rinsed in H2O a few times, and soaked in electroblotting 
buffer [10 mM 3-(cyclohexylamino)-l-propanesulfonic acid (CAPS), pH 11, containing 
10% methanol] for 5 min. The protein was electroblotted onto PVDF (polyvinylidine 
difluoride) membrane (ProBlott membrane, Applied Biosystems) in CAPS buffer with a 
Mini-Trans-Blot (BioRad) at 300 mA for 1 hr at 4 C. 
After electroblotting, the membrane was removed from the transblotting sandwich and 
rinsed with deionized water prior to staining. The membrane was saturated with 100% 
methanol for a few seconds, and stained with 0.1% coomassie blue R-250 in 40% 
methanol/1% acetic acid for about 1 min. It was then destained with 50% methanol, 
rinsed in water and air-dried. 
The expressed protein band wias cut out with a razor blade and sent to the Iowa State 
University Protein Facility for amino acid analysis. After obtaining amino acid 
composition data, the sample was sequenced by the method of Edman Degradation with a 
Protein Sequencer (#4778, Applied Biosystems) at the Protein Facility (Matsudaira, 
1987). 
Frameshifting In Vitro 
In vitro translation of viral RNA 
Purification of viral RNA The Illinois isolate of BYDV-PAV was provided by 
Anna Hewings (USDA-ARS, University of Illinois). The virus was propagated on oats 
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(Clinton 64). Virus particles used were purified according to Waterhouse et al. (1986). 
Purified viral particles were resuspended in a 400 /il solution of 160 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
8.5), 1 % SDS, 12.5 mM EDTA. They were extracted with hot (65 C) phenol twice; and 
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) twice. The RNA was precipitated with 
95% ethanol, resuspended in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). 
In vitro translation in RRL fPromega) The reaction was set up on ice by adding 
following components: 14 /il nuclease treated lysate supplemented with calf liver tRNA, 
0.4 fi\ 1 mM amino acid mixture (minus methionine), 1 /xl ^^S-methionine (final specific 
activity 0.5 /tCi/pil), 0.5 pil RNasin ribonuclease inhibitor and 1 ptg of RNA. The final 
volume was adjusted to 20 n\ with water and the reaction was carried out at 30 C for 1 
hr. 
In vitro translation in WGE (Promega') The reaction contained 12.5 lA wheat germ 
extract supplemented with calf liver tRNA and potassium acetate, 2 fd I mM amino acid 
mixture (minus methionine), 1 pil ^^S-methionine (final specific activity 0.5 fiCi/fil), 0.5 
/il RNasin, 0.5 /tg RNA, in a total volume of 25 /il. It was performed at 22 C for 1 hr. 
Electrophoresis of in vitro translation products Aliquots of in vitro translation 
products were electrophoresed in the discontinuous SDS-PAGE (Laemmli, 1970) system 
(10% resolving and 5% stacking gel) using a "Studier slab gel" (Hoefer Co.) in 25 mM 
Tris, 192 mM glycine and 0.1% SDS. 
Fluoropraphy All the in vitro translation gels of in vitro transcripts were treated 
with PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazoIe, a scintillator) to eliminate background and enhance 
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detection of radioactivity (Hames, 1990). After electrophoresis, the gel was fixed in 25% 
ethanol/10% acetic acid overnight. It was then soaked in 20 times its volume of DMSO 
(dimethyl sulfoxide) for 30 min, followed by a second 30 min immersion in fresh DMSO 
to eliminate H2O in the gel. The gel was immersed in 4 volumes of 20% (w/v) PPO in 
DMSO for 3 hr at 22 C. The gel was soaked in 20 volumes of water for 1 hr. This 
causes PPO to precipitate within the gel matiix, turning the gel opaque. The gel was 
dried and subjected to fluorography with Kodak X-Omat AR film. 
Calculation of frameshift rate The relative radioactivity (RR) of peptide bands were 
quantitated by a Phosphorimager 400E (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). The RR 
of 39-kDa and 99-kDa bands were calculated after adjusting for the number of methionine 
(Met) residues predicated in each polypeptide. The 39K+60K=99K transframe ORF 
encodes 28 methionine residues, whereas the 39K ORF alone contains 10 methionine 
codons, Frameshift rate was calculated by the formula: 
RR in 99K band/28 Met 
Frameshift rate x 100 
RR in 39K band/10 Met + RR in 99K band/28 Met 
Full-length cDNA clone of BYDV-PAV 
A full-length PAV cDNA clone, pPAV6(-ff//KflII), was constructed by S. P. Dinesh-
Kumar in Dr. Miller's Lab. It is actually a hybrid between the Illinois isolate (from the 
first 5' nucleotide to the Clal site at 1045) and the Australia isolate of PAV (from Clal 
site at 1046 to the 3'-terminal nucleotide). 
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Mutations of full-length cDNA 
In order to study mechanism of frameshifdng of PAV, mutations were made at the 
putative frameshift region. All the mutations were performed by the two-step PGR 
mutagenesis procedure. To facilitate mutagenesis, a new vector pSLB and a subclone of 
pPAV6 were made. 
Construction of vector pSLB (Figure 9) pSLB was made from a "super vector", 
pSLllSO (Pharmacia Co.), which is based on pUCllS and has 69 restriction sites in its 
multiple cloning site. pSLllSO was simply digested with BoR. and religated to eliminate 





I I 1 I I I 1 I 
Hindus. Apal Pmll EcoSl 
Figure 9. Multiple cloning site of pSLB 
Construction of pPAVPH A clone with an insert less than 1 kb is most suitable 
for two-step PCR mutagenesis. Therefore, a subclone of a portion of full-length pPAV6 
was made. Pmll (nt 1112) and Hindni (nt 1591) were used to digest pPAV6 because 
there is only one of each site in the pPAV6. The 475 basepair (bp) fragment was ligated 
into Pmll-HiTtdni -cut pSLB, resulting in pPAVPH. 
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Constructions of pMl. PM2. pM3 Three mutagenic primers were used to 
mutagenize full-length pPAV6. The one for making pMl was VB4, 5'-
AGAGCCCCTCeAAAAACCCAC-3', to change the 39K stop codon (UAG) into UCG. 
Primer DIFSl, 5'-AGAGCCCCTCTGAAAAACCCAC-3' was used to insert a "C" 
(complementary to the underlined G) in the UAG stop codon, converting it to UCAG, 
resulting in pM2. The mutagenic primer for pM3 was DIFS2, 5'-
ACAGAGCCCCTCTAATGC AGCACAG AGTC AAGC AC-3 '. mutated bases are 
underlined. This mutation was intended to disrupt all base-pairing between codons and 
anticodons of tRNA after -1 frameshifting. 
In the first PGR, mutagenic primer was combined with M13 reverse primer (5'-
TCACACAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3 ') and pPAVPH was the template. The first 
mutated fragment, 118 bp in length, was combined with M13 forward primer (5'-
CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC-3') and pPAVPH template to perform a second 
round of PGR, resulting in a second mutated fragment, 583 bp long. This fragment was 
digested with EcdBl and HinàlS., purified by 1 % low melt agarose electrophoresis, and 
ligated into pSLB digested with the same enzymes. The mutant was confirmed by 
sequencing with the TaqTrack™ Extension/Labeling System. Mutants in pSLB were 
designated as pMA, pMB, pMC. They were cut with Pmll, HindJR and cloned into 
pPAV6 digested with the same enzymes, resulting in pMl, pM2, pM3. The mutants 
were confirmed by PGR DNA sequencing with ^^P-end-Iabelled primer DPI: 3'-
GCCAGTGTCTGCCTCGGGCCGAAGTACTTrCGAATCCCCGGGAAC-5 ', (Brault 
and Miller, 1992), which anneals 60 bp downstream of the shifty site. 
Construction of pM4 In this mutant, the second putative stem-loop which was 
flanked by Aval and HpaU restriction sites downstream of the shifty site (Figure 3) was 
deleted. HpaJl is a 4-base cutter, but there is only one HpalL site in the insert of 
pPAVPH. Therefore, Ml3 forward and reverse primers were used to PCR-amplity the 
PmR to HinàSn. fragment of pPAVPH. This PGR product was digested with HpaH and 
treated with mung bean nuclease. It was cut with Aval, and filled-in with Klenow. The 
two pieces were gel purified after digestion with EcoSl and HindTJl and then ligated. The 
mixture was then ligated into EcoRl-HÎJîdni-cut pSLB. The mutant was screened by 
digestion with Aval and confirmed by DNA sequencing. This was designated as pMa. 
pMa was digested with Azz/I and HindUl and the mutated fragment was ligated into PmH 
and HindSn-cut pPAV6 to obtain pM4. 
In vitro transcription Large quantities of run-off transcripts were made in vitro, 
according to the Promega "Protocols and Applications Guide". Template DNA was 
linearized with the appropriate restriction enzyme, phenol/chloroform extracted and 
ethanol precipitated. At 22 C, the following components were added in a microfuge tube: 
20 IÂ 5X transcription buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 30 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 
spermidine, 50 mM NaCl), 10 fd 100 mM DTT, 100 units of RNasin, 20 /il NTP (2.5 
mM each of ATP, CTP, GTP, UTP), 5-10 /ig linearized template DNA, 60 units of T7 
RNA polymerase in a volume of 100 n\ adjusted with water. The DNA template was 
digested by RQl RNase-free DNase (Promega). The transcript was ethanol-precipitated 
with 7.5 M ammonium acetate after phenol/chloroform extraction. All the transcripts 
were electrophoresed in native 1% agarose gel to ensure their integrity. Their 
concentrations were determined with a spectrophotometer at A260 = 1 = 40 /tg/ml. 
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Production of 60K-specific antibody 
Construction of pJal F and expression of 60K gene The Sspl-Sspl fragment of 
pPA142, corresponding to nucleotides 1266 to 2739 of PAV RNA (92% of the 
polymerase gene), was cloned into pET-lld digested with Ncol-BamEÎ, filled-in by 
Klenow, and dephosphorylated. The plasmid was transformed into the expression host 
BL21(DE3). The methods for expression and purification of pETP protein (about 53.9-
Kda) were the same as for pETV, except that the purified protein (ETP) was resuspended 
in both SDS-loading buffer and 0.01 M NaPO^ buffer (pH 7.2). 
Production of antibody About 100 /xg of purified ETP protein was electrophoresed 
in 10% resolving and 4% stacking SDS-PAGE. The gel was stained with coomassie blue 
and the band was cut out of the gel and homogenized with a homogenizer. The 
acrylamide pieces were resuspended in 0.5 ml 0.01 M NaPO^ buffer. The mixture was 
emulsified with 0.5 ml Freund's complete adjuvant (Sigma). Prior to the first injection of 
the rabbit, about 15 ml of blood was withdrawn to obtain the preimmune serum. Then 
the rabbit was immunized with the emulsified mixture both intramuscularly and 
subcutaneously. Three weeks later, the first sample (15 ml) was taken, followed by a 
second injection with 100 ng of antigen, emulsified in Freund's incomplete adjuvant. At 
two-week intervals, the rabbit was injected two more times. Then the rabbit was 
exsanguinated. 
ELISA All antisera were tested by indirect ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay) to establish their titers, A procedure similar to that described by Voiler et al. 
(1976) and Koenig and Paul (1982) was used. Purified ETP protein was diluted 1:50 in 
0.01 M NaPO^ buffer (pH 7.2) and added (50 /tl/well) to wells of an Immulon I ELISA 
plate (Dynatech Laboratories, Alexandria, VA). The plate was incubated at 37 C for 2 hr 
and washed with wash buffer (1 mM KH2PO4, 4 mM Na2HP04 2.7 mM KCl, 140 mM 
NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 7.4). Wells were blocked with blotto (Carnation brand non­
fat dry milk in wash buffer, 5%) at 37 C for 1 hr. Antisera were diluted in a two-fold 
series in wash buffer and applied to weUs, 50 ^1/welI. After incubation at 37 C for 1 hr 
and washing, goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (Sigma) (1:1000 
dilution in wash buffer,) was added at 50 /xl/well, and the plate was incubated at 37 C for 
1 hr. After washing, 50 ^1 substrate (one 5 mg disodium p-nitrophenyl phosphate tablet 
dissolved in 10% diethanolamine, pH 9.8) was added to each well. The plate was 
incubated at 37 C for 30 min. The reaction was recorded with a Dynatech Minireader II 
(Dynatech Laboratories). 
Immunoprecipitation The in vitro translation products were immunoprecipitated 
with the 60K gene product-specific antiserum as described by BaU (1990) with 
modifications. The translation mixture was dissociated in 3 volumes of dissociation 
buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol, 10% glycerol) and 
heated at 90 C for 3 min. Fourty microliters of dissociated products was added to 80 /xl 
NET buffer (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4), containing 2 mM 
methionine. Twenty microliters of undiluted antiserum was added, and the mixture was 
incubated 1 hr at 22 C. The mix was immunoprecipitated by adding 20 n\ cells of 
Staphylococus aureus Cowan I strain (10% w/v) and incubation was continued for 30 
min. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 5,0(X) rpm for 5 min and the 
pellet was resuspended in NET buffer. The centrifugation-resuspension was repeated 3 
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times. The final precipitate was resuspended in 20 yH of dissociation buffer and heated at 
90 C for 5 min before loading onto an SDS-PAGE gel. 
6.7KORF 
Full-length 3' truncating deletions 
A series of 3'-deletions of fuU-lengh pPAV6 was made by unique restriction enzyme 
digestions (Figure 10). Run-off transcripts were made by using T7 RNA polymerase and 
in vitro translations were performed in WGE. 
Construction of internal deletion mutants pPAVMl. pPAVM2. pPAVM3. pPAVM4 
(Figure 11) 
pPAV6 was digested with EcoSl to remove bases 2861-4148 (flanking the coat 
protein and half of the 50K ORF) and religated to create pPAVMl. The BamSl-BcanSL 
(PAV bases 1741-4837) fragment was removed to make pPAVM2, pPAV6 was digested 
with BcR, filled in with Klenow and then digested with Kpnl, blunted with Klenow and 
religated to produce pPAVM3. pPAV4 was made from pPAVMl the same way as the 
production of pPAVM3 from pPAV6. 
NOTE: In order to use BcR, a methylase-sensitive enzyme, the plasmids have to be 
prepared from a dam~ E coli strain, so they will not be methylated. Competent cells of 
GM33 {dean-, from Dr. A. Myers at ISU) were transformed with pPAV6(-Hind HI) from 
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Figure 10. 3' truncated in vitro transcripts of PAV. ORFs of PAV are depicted above. Transcripts 
made by run-off in vitro transcription were named for the restriction enzymes with which 
pPAV6 was linearized followed by the number of bases in the transcript. The base at which 
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Figure 11. Internal deletions of pPAV6. All mutations were made by cutting pPAV6 with the enzymes 
at the marked positions and religating the digested plasmid. The angled dotted lines represent 
deletions. The vertical dotted lines show the location of the 6.7K ORF 
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Construction of pM6.7 
Construction of subclone pPAVKB from pPAV6 to facilitate mutation The 1030 bp 
fragment of Kpiû-Bcli digested pPAV6 was ligated into Kpjû-BcH-cni pSLllSO. The 
two-step PCR mutagenesis was used to make the mutation using the mutagenic primer, 
P6.7ATC, 5'-TTGGCCGATCGAGCATCTTC-3' (the underlined base is the mutagenic 
base). The final PCR product was digested with Kpnl and BcU. and cloned back into 
pPAV6 cut with these enzymes. This mutation changed the 6.7 K ORF start codon AUG 
into AUC and it created a new Pvul site which was used to screen transformants. 
GUS constructs (Figure 12) 
Constructions of PGVGl. pGVG2 pS(-l)UAG was digested with Ncol and Sacl. 
The Ncol-Sacl fragment of pS(-l)UAG containing the 115 bp viral sequence and the 
entire GUS gene in the -1 frame relative to the start codon (39K ORF) was cloned into 
Ncol-Sacl-oii pGEM5Zf(-t-) (Promega) to create pGVGl. pGVG2 was made the same 
way from Brault's pM7SH27, which contained the same mutated shifty heptanucleotide as 
in pM3 (GGGUUUU to GCUGCAm. 
Construction of pGGUS The entire GUS gene was obtained by digesting pAGUSl-
TN2 with Ncol and Sacl. It was then cloned into Ncol-Sacl cut pGEM5Zf(+), resulting 
in pGGUS which was used as a positive control for the in vitro study of the GUS series of 
constructs. 
pGEMSZf( + ) TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGAATTGGGCCCGACGTCGCATGCTCCCGGCCGCCATGG (MCS) GAGCTC 
T7 promoler Ncol Sad 
pGGUS CCATGG TAAGCTTAGCGGGCCCGTC (entire GUS gene from pAGUSl-TN2) TGA* GAGCTC 
Nco\ Hindlll Apal Sad 
pGVGl 
Ncol 
I—> Viral sequence 
frameshifl site 
GCTGCAT C insertion 
pGVG2 pGVG3 
CTCGGGCTGCCAGAGATTGCGGTCACAGACGGAGCCCGGCTTCATGAAAGCTTAGCGGGCCC--(GUS)-GAGCTC 
^ Hindm Sad 
Figure 12. pGGUS, pGVGl, were made by cloning the above sequences into Ncol and Sad sites of pGEM5Zf(+) 
(Promega). The entire viral insertion is shown in pGVGl with the amino acid sequence in both 0 and 
-1 frames across the frameshifl site (boxed). pGVG2 and pGVG3 were made from pGVGl by PGR 
mutagenesis. They differ from pGVGl as indicated below pGVGl sequence. MCS; multiple cloning site 
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Construction of pGVG3 This plasmid had the "C" insertion at the 39K stop codon 
as in pM2. It was made by two-step PGR mutagenesis using pGVGl as the template and 
mutagenic primer DIFS2. The first PGR product was combined with primer DPI to 
conduct the second PGR. The second PGR product was digested with Ncol and Hzndlll. 
The fragment was cloned into pAGUSl-TN2. The resultant clone was designated 
pVNHG, which was then digested with Ncol and Sacl and cloned into pGEM5Zf(+) at 
the same sites to create pGVG3. 
Study of cis- and trans- activity of 6.7K ORF (Tigure 13^) 
Construction of a new vector p3Z-1180 A new vector was made by digesting 
pSLllSO with BamSL and Hi/idin. This BamYH-HindiSl fragment containing the desired 
BcH site was ligated into BamSl-Hindni cut pGEM3Zf(-), resulting in p3Z-1180. It was 
transformed into GM33 cells. 
Construction of pG6.7 BcH has the same 5' overhang as BamYfl. In order to avoid 
production of transformants with both orientations of inserts, pPAV6 was digested with 
BcR, blunted with Klenow; it was then digested with BamSL. The BaniHl-Bcli fragment 
(350 bp), containing the entire 6.7 K ORF, was cloned into 5c/I-cut, Klenow-blunted and 
BamHl digested, dephosphorylated p3Z-1180, to make pG6.7. RNA of 6.7K ORF 
(G6.7) was produced by S^/H-digestion and T7 RNA polymerase. 
Construction of pGVGl/6.7. pGVGl/6.7R The 6.7K ORF was put at the 3' end of 
pGVGl. Both the ends of the BamYQrBcR fragment from pPAV6 were filled-in by 
Klenow and ligated into 5acl-restricted, Klenow-blunted pGVGl. Because this was 
Vector p3Z-1180 multiple cloning site 
TAATACGACTCTATAGGGCGAATTC GAGCTC GGTACCCGGGGATCCAATTGCAATGATCATCATGACAGATCT—AAGCTT 
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Figure 13. Constructs for studying the cis- and trans- activity of 6.7K ORF. Restriction sites are shown for p3Z-l 180. 
PAV BamHl (4837) to BCH (5194) fragment was cloned into p3Z-1180 digested with the same enzymes to 
create pG6.7. PAV BamHl (4837) to BCH (5194) was cloned into 5od-digested and blunted pGVGl to result 
in pGVGl/6.7. pGVGl/6.7R differs from pGVGl/6.7 by having the 6.7K ORF region in the reverse 
orientation. Numbers below constructs are as in Miller et al. (1988). MCS: multiple cloning site 
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blunt-end ligation, the resulting plasmid could have two orientations for the insert (the 
6.7K ORF). The plasmid with the desired orientation (BamYH to Bcïï) was designated 




Frameshifting of PA V in E. coli 
pGCA constructs 
It has been observed that some retroviruses (Weiss et al., 1988), yeast L-A double-
stranded RNA virus (Dinman and Wickner, 1992), and bacterial insertion sequence IS911 
(Polard et al., 1991) could accurately frameshift in E. coli when their frameshift signals 
were fused with reporter genes. Frameshift frequency is easily measured by the 
expression rate of the rqwrter gene. 
g-eal assay A PAV sequence consisting of 161 viral nucleotides including the 
upstream stem-loop, the shifty site and the first downstream stem-loop was cloned into 
pGEM3Zf(-) (Figures 3 and 6). Frameshift rates of pGCA constructs were measured by 
j8-gal assay (Table 2). The experimental variation was relatively small within an 
experiment compared to variations between different experiments. The results showed 
that PAV -1 frameshifted in E. coli at a rate of about 3%. However, the 39K stop codon 
readthrough displayed by pGCAEf was very high (27.8%). This is due to the leaky 
nature (siq)E, amber supressor gene) of the E. coli strain used, DH5a, [supEM 
A/ûcU169(08O/ûcZAM15) hsdRll reckl endAl gyrA.96 thi-l re/Al] (Sambrook et al., 
1989; Bachmann, 1982). 
Color assay by X-gal When colonies containing the pGCA series of plasmids were 
streaked on an LB plate spread with X-gal and IPTG, their color phenotypes were 
comparable with the i8-gal activity measured in the ONPG assay (Figure 14). Colonies 
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Table 2. Translational frameshifdng (f.s.) in E. coli measured by i8-gal assay 
lacZ reading frame Frameshift 
Plasmid relative to AUG Expt.^ 0-gal units rate (%) Avg.b % 
1 1.10 4-/- 0.06 2.5 
pGCA -1 2 0.52 4-/- 0.09 1.4 3.0 
3 0.52 4-/- 0.04 5.1 
1 0.13 4-/-0.02 0.6 
pGCAKt 4-1 2 0.09 4-/- 0.01 0.25 0.6 
3 0.11 4-/-0.01 0.97 
1 12.85 4-/-2.1 29.4 
pGCAEf 0, Readthrough 2 5.70 4-/- 0.6 15.6 27.8 
3 3.94 4-/- 0.09 38.4 
1 43.64 4-/- 0.17 100 
pGCACK 0, No Stop 2 36.64 4-/-2.1 100 100 
3 10.26 +/- 3.5 100 
^Expt. = experiment. 
^Avg. = average. 
with in-frame clone pGCACK and insertless vector pGEM3Zf(-) were dark blue. Those 
with pGCAEf (in-frame readthrough) had a dark blue color similar to the positive 
controls. Those with pGCA (-1 frame) were lighter blue in color. Colonies with 
pGCAKt (4-1 frame) were even lighter in color compared to colonies with pGCA. Those 
with a 2 kb insert (pPA142) were colorless. 
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Figure 14. Colonies containing pGCA series of plasmids streaked on LB plate spread 
with IPTG and X-gal. Cells contain plasmids pGEM3Zf(-), pGCACK (0 
No Stop), pGCAEf (0 RT), pGCA (-1 FS), pGCAKt (+1 FS), and 
pPA142 which has a 2 kb insert (2 Kb) 
pGCS constructs 
It has been shown that the secondary structure downstream of the shift site is very 
critical for some frameshift systems. Therefore, the constructs for expression in E. coli 
were extended from pGCA to include both potential PAV stem-loops or the pseudoknot 
(Figures 3 and 7). However, none of the constructs showed any jS-gal activity, not even 
the pGCSCK which had the lacZ gene in-frame with the viral sequence by mutating the 
39K stop codon (UAG) into a sense codon (UCG). It was concluded that this long insert 
at the multiple cloning site of pGEM3Zf(-) destroyed the function of the or-subunit of the 
lacZ gene. 
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Amino Acid Sequencing of the Transframe Protein 
In order to define the precise site of the PAV frameshift, amino acids around the 
shifty site were sequenced. From pS(-l)UAG (Brault and Miller, 1992), I constructed 
clone pETV which has the first AUG^®* (occuring naturally in PAV) 9 amino acids 
upstream of the 39K stop codon at the frameshift site (Figure 8). This allowed simpler 
and cheaper pq)tide sequencing through the desired region starting from the amino 
terminus. Its expression in E. coli strain BL21(DE3) was under the control of a T7 
promoter and IPTG induction. A 53.7-kDa fusion protein, as expected by -1 
frameshifdng, was produced (Figure 15). The time course of the expression is shown in 
Figure 15. Before IPTG induction, there was little expression of the fusion protein. The 
53.7-kDa protein was expressed in large amounts 5 hr after induction. 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
s -- H# 
"UMidk" 
,:É. # 
MW of markers 
(kDa) 
Figure 15. Time course of pETV expression in BL21(DE3) cells. Proteins were run 
on a 10% resolving /4% stacking gel and stained with coomassie blue. 
Lanes 1-4: protein products of vector pET-lld, 0, 1.5, 3, 5 hr after IPTG 
induction. Lane 5: purified protein of pETV 5 hr after induction. Lanes 
6-9: protein products of pETV, 0, 1.5, 3, 5 hr after induction, a peptide 
with MW of 53.7-kDa was produced. Lane 10: Rainbow markers 
(Amersham), migrate slightly faster than other proteins due to covalently 
linked dyes 
A large quantity of this 53.7-kDa protein was purified in the form of inclusion bodies. 
After solubilization, it was separated by SDS-PAGE, electroblotted to PVDF membrane 
and sequenced. As shown in Figure 16, the amino acid sequence across the PAV 
frameshift region, M-D-V-L-D-S-V-G-F-L-E-G-L, is exactly as predicated by a -1 
frameshift at the shifty heptanucleotide. Because the same glycine-phenylalanine doublet 
is encoded in both the 0 and -1 reading frames, it is still uncertain which reading frame 
contributed either of these amino acids. 
Frameshifting of PAV RNA In Vitro 
In vitro translation of viral RNA 
Cell-free (jn vitro) translation systems were used to study PAV RNA frameshifting in 
its native context, avoiding the potential unanticipated RNA modifying activities in vivo 
such as RNA editing and splicing. In vitro translation of viral genomic RNA was 
performed in both RRL and WGE systems (Figure 17), By using BMV RNA translation 
products as markers, the MW of PAV products was calculated in both systems. The 
slowest peptide migrated like a 98-kDa protein and the most abundant peptide migrated at 
46-kDa. If frameshifting were occurring as predicted, we would expect a high-abundance 
of 39-kDa peptide and a low-abundance of 99-kDa peptide. Because evidence below 
supports this origin of the peptides, the 46-kDa product will be refered to as 39-kDa 
peptide, and the 98-kDa product will be called the 99-kDa peptide. There was also a 
peptide that migrated like a 58-kDa protein in both systems. 
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AUGGACGUGCUUGACUCUGUGGGUUUUUAGAGGGGCUCUGU 
Figure 16. (A) Amino acid sequence around frameshift site determined from 
PAV/GUS fusion (pETV) expressed in E. coli. Histograms of relevant 
PTH-amino acids through 13 cycles of Edman degradation are depicted, 
and the major amino acid present in each cycle is dicated above each 
histogram. (B) Nucleotide sequence across frameshift site and amino acid 
sequence of all three reading frames. Numbered amino acids indicate 
predicated amino acids from sequence determined in (A) 
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Figure 17. In vitro translation of viral genomic RNA in both RRL (A) and WGE (B). 
In both panels, lane 1 contains products of PAV viral RNA; lane 2 
contains products of BMV RNA. Molecular weights (MW) in kilodalton 
(KD) are marked 
In vitro translation of PAV in "vitro transcripts 
Construction of full-length cDNA clone of PAV Full-length cDNA of PAV was 
made by Dinesh-Kumar. It is actually a hybrid between the Illinois PAV isolate (from 
the 5' nucleotide to the CM site at base 1045) and the Australia isolate of PAV (from 
base 1046 to the 3' end). This was because we did not have the clones covering the 5' 
end of the genome of the Australian isolate. The 5'-most clone that we had was pPA142 
(Miller et al., 1988). I also attempted to make full-length cDNA of PAV by cloning the 
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5' end of the Illinois strain. The primer used anneals between nucleotides 1330 and 1360 
of the Australian isolate. A clone ^IPA30) with the biggest insert (about 1300 bp) was 
selected and sequenced from both ends. The first 5' 40 bases of the PAV genome were 
missing in this clone. The sequencing data showed that the 5' end of this clone of the 
Illinois strain of PAV, especially the noncoding leader, was very different from the 
Australian isolate of PAV. A comparison (Figure 18) between these two strains from 
nucleotides 59 to 276 of Australian isolate showed that the homology was 87%. Fifty 
four percent of the changes were transitions. The 39K reading frame seemed to be the 
same at the amino acid level. The readable sequencing data also showed that the 3' end 
of the insert (bases 1112 to 1258), which covered the 39K and 60K overlapping region 
and 5' of polymerase gene, was very conserved. The homology level was 98%. Most 
interestingly and importantly, the frameshift regions were identical in the two isolates. 
In vitro translation of PAV transcripts in both RRL and WGE I first tried to 
translate the transcripts in RRL. The full-length PAV cDNA (pPAV6) was digested with 
Clal, BaniSl and Smal to give transcripts terminating before the end of the 39K ORF, 
one-third of the way into the 60K ORF, and at the end of the full-length genome, 
respectively. As expected, the Clal transcript (RNA-C/al) produced a peptide smaller 
than 39-kDa (expected to be 33-kDa) (Figure 19). The transcript from BarriHl-cni 
pPAV6 (RNA-5amHI) gave a peptide that migrated at 39-kDa. If there were a -1 
frameshift, there should also have a peptide with MW about 60-kDa, but it was obviously 
missing. However, there were too many peptides in both RNA-5amHI and full-length 
RNA-5>waI products. There were two peptides migrating at MW greater than 90-kDa in 
both BanMS. and SrruA lanes. Therefore, a clear, absolute conclusion that firameshifting 
occurs in vitro in RRL could not be made. 
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(A) UUUUGUAUUC GAGAAGUAGU UGCAACAACG GUCCCCUUA. GGCCUGACAA 
* * * * 
59 UUUUGUAUUC GGGAAGUAGU UGCGAAAACG GUCCCCUUAU UGCCUGACAA 
GCUGAGGGCC ACCCUUCUAU CCCCACCGGC ACCAUGUUUU UCGAAAUACU 
* * * * 
GCUAAGGGCC ACCCUUCUUU CCCCACCGGC AUCAUGUUUU UCGAAAUACU 
UAUAGGAGCU AGCGCUAAAG CGGUAAAAGA CUUCAUCAGC CAUUGUUACU 
** * * * * * * 
AAUAGGUGCU AGCGCCAAGG CGGUCAAAGA CUUCAUUAGC CAUUGCUAUU 
CUCGUUUGAA AUCAAUAUAU UAUUCUUUUA AACGAUGGCU GAUGGAGAUA 
* * * * * * * 
CUAGAUUGAA AUCUAUAUAC UAUUCUUUCA AGCGAUGGCU AAUGGAGAUA 
UCUGGGCAGU UAAGGGCC 
* * * * 
UCAGGGCAAU UUAAGGCC 276 
(B) CACGUGCCAG GCGGGAACGC AUGGACGUGC UUGACUCUGU 
1112 CACGUGCCAG GCGGGAACGC AUGGACGUGC UUGACUCUGU GGGUUUUUAG 




AGGGGCUCUG UACCGCCUCU GGUUUUGAGA GCCCAUUCCC UAUUCUCGGG 
CUGCCAGAGA GAUUGCGGUC ACAGACGGAG CCCGGCUCCG UAAGGUUAGU 
CUGCCAGAGA GAUUGCGGUC ACAGACGGAG CCCGGCUCCG CAAGGUUAGU 
1258 
Figure 18. Nucleotide sequence comparison between Illinois and Australian (underlined) 
isolates of BYDV-PAV. The mismatched bases are marked with stars (*). 
Panel A shows the comparison of the 5' end of the genome. Panel B is the 
comparison of the sequence around the frameshift site (boxed). The sequences 
of the Australian isolate are numbered accoding to Miller et al. (1988) 
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Figure 19. //i vzYro translation of PAV transcripts in RRL. Lanes 1-4: translation 
products of RNA-C/ûI, RNA-BcwzHI, RNA-5>7wI, and BMV RNA 
However, when trying to translate in vitro transcripts in WGE (Figure 20) with 114 
mM potassium acetate and 2.1 mM magnesium acetate, full-length RNA-5/7wI generated 
a large amount of a peptide with an apparent MW of 47-kDa, using BMV RNA 
translation products as markers. We believe that this is the product of 39K ORF (it will 
be referred to as 39-kDa protein later). Less abundant, higher MW products that 
migrated as 57-kDa and 95-kDa proteins were also observed. The latter is the size and 
abundance expected for the transframe protein (39K-I-60K=99K) (it will be referred to as 
the 99-kDa polypeptide). In addition, there were not as many other 
L-
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Figure 20. In vitro translation product of PAV transcripts in WGE. Lanes 1-5: 
translation products of RNA-C/AL, RNA-5<WIHI, RNA-JECORI, 
BNA-Smal, and BMV RNA 
bands as in RRL. Therefore, all the in vitro translations described below were performed 
in WGE. By measuring the relative radioactivity of 39-kDa and 99-kDa proteins with a 
Phosphorimager™, the ratio of PAV frameshifting was calculated as about 0.8 to 1.6% 
based on four independent experiments. 
When the same quantity of RNA was used and identical amounts of the translational 
reaction mix was applied to each lane, the total translation product amounts from RNAs-
Clal, BamHl and Smal varied greatly. RNA-S>nûI gave the highest quantity. In addition, 
the expected 60-kDa peptide from RNA-5a/nHI and 99-kDa peptide from RNA-£toRI 
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were not visible. This will be discussed later. But the smaller peptide (33-kDa) than 39-
kDa was produced by CZoI-RNA. 
Optimization of K+and Mp++ concentrations and RNA concentration in the 
translation reaction Because optimal ionic conditions for in vitro translation can vary 
between mRNAs and between batches of cell-free systems (Tse and Taylor, 1977; 
Kemper and Stolarsky, 1977; Kozak, 1990), the ionic conditions of the WGE system 
were varied to see if this would result in a detectable frameshift product. Increasing 
potassium acetate concentration from the supplied 54 mM to 114-129 mM gave optimal 
levels of translation with little effect on the ratios of polypeptides produced (Figure 21 A). 
However, when increasing magnessium acetate concentration from the supplied 
concentration 2.1 mM to 4.1 mM, the overall translation was reduced, the frameshifting 
level was not increased (Figure 2IB). Varying the mRNA concentration from 2 to 40 
ng/ptl proportionately increased all translation products. It did not affect the ratio of 
products, except at extremely low levels when the high MW product (99-kDa) was 
undetectable (Figure 21C). A concentration of 20 ng//il RNA was used as it gave large 
amounts of products but would not be expected to saturate translation factors (Kozak, 
1990). 
Immunoprecipitation of in vitro translation products Polyclonal antibody specific to 
the 60K gene product was made and used to immunoprecipitate the full-length RNA in 
vitro translation products in order to confirm the identity of the transframe protein. 
Plasmid pETP harboring 92% of the polymerase sequence was expressed in BL21(DE3) 
cells. The time course of this expression is shown in Figure 22. One hr after IPTG 
induction, the ETF protein started to appear and it accummulated to high levels after 5 hr. 
Figure 21. In vitro translation of full-length PAV transcript (RNA-5/waI) in WGE. (A) Optimization of potassium 
acetate concentration in reactions containing 2.1 mM magnesium acetate and 20 ng//tl of RNA. Lanes 1-8: 
54, 79, 114, 128, 154, 179, 204, 229 mM potassium acetate. (B) Optimization of magnesium acetate 
concentration in reactions containing 114 mM potassium acetate and 20 ng//nl RNA. Lanes 1-5: 2.1, 2.6, 3.1, 
3.5, 4.1 mM magnessium acetate. (C) Optimization of RNA concentration in reactions containing 114 mM 
of potassium acetate and 2.1 mM magnessium acetate. Lanes 1-6: 2, 4, 8, 15, 20, 40 ng//xl of RNA. Lane 7, 
BMV RNA 
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Figure 22. Expression time course of pETP in BL21(DE3). Lanes 1-4, protein 
products of vector pET-lld, 0, 1.5, 3, and 5 hr after IPTG induction. 
Lane 5, purified ETP protein 5 hr after induction. Lanes 6-9, protein 
products of pETP, 0, 1.5, 3, and 5 hr after IPTG induction, a peptide with 
predicated MW of 53.9-kDa was produced. Lane 10, Rainbow markers 
(Amersham), migrate fester than other proteins due to the covantly linked 
dyes 
Protein ETP (53.9-kDa) was purified and injected into a rabbit to make polyclonal 
antibodies. The antiserum obtained after the second injection of antigen ETP was used to 
immunoprecipitate the in vitro translation products of RNA-Anal. It was optimized at 
first by diluting this antiserum with NaPO^ buffer. Even a 10-fold dilution reduced the 
ability of this antibody to precipitate the translation products significantly (data not 
shown). Therefore, undiluted antiserum was used in immunoprecipitation. The 
antiserum immunoprecipitated the 99-kDa peptide (Figure 23). In addition, the 39-kDa 
peptide also appeared faintly. However, the latter peptide was also precipitated by 
undiluted preimmune serum. This was apparently due to the nonspecific interaction 
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Figure 23. Immunoprecipitation of wheat germ translation products of RNA-5/7wI 
(full-length) transcript Lane 1, no RNA control. Lane 2, BMV RNA. 
Lane 3, RNA-5/7wI translation products. Lanes 4 and 5 , translation 
products precipitated by 60K ORF specific antibody, and by preimmune 
serum, respectively 
between antigen and serum because of the large amount of 39-kDa protein present. The 
results support the notion that the 99-kDa product is a transframe protein consisting of the 
39K and 60K ORFs. In addition, the peptide migrating as a 57-kDa protein was 
immunoprecipitated by the 60K-specific antibody, but not by the preimmune serum. 
In vitro translation of pMl. pM2. pM3. pM4 Mutations at and around the PAV 
shifty site were made to elucidate the elements involved in frameshifting. It has been 
observed that the UGA stop codon at the RF2 shifty site is essential for -f-1 frameshifting 
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(Weiss et al., 1987), while the UAG at the 3' end of the shifty heptanucleotide in RSV is 
unnecessary for gaglpol -1 frameshifting (Jacks et al., 1988). In PAV, the 39K ORF 
stop codon is at the 3' end of the shifty heptanucleotide (Figure 3). In mutant pMl, the 
39K stop codon (UAG) was changed to UCG. Translation of the full-length transcript of 
pMl revealed a major band slightly bigger than 39-kDa (Figure 24, lane 3). This was 
expected, because the deletion of the stop codon extended 39K ORF into a 44K ORF. 
The amount of 99-kDa product of this transcript was greatly reduced relative to wildtype. 
The frameshifting rate was about 0.3-0.4%, a reduction of about 60%. This 






Figure 24. In vitro translation in WGE of BMV RNA (lane 1), RNA-5/72ûI (lane 2), 
pMl RNA (lane 3), pM4 RNA (lane 4), pM3 RNA (lane 5), pM2 RNA 
(lane 6) 
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pM2 contained a "C" insertion in the 39K stop codon placing the 60K ORF in the 
same frame as the 39K ORF, Thus, a 99-kDa peptide was expected to be the sole 
product. Indeed, when the transcript of pM2 was translated, a 99-kDa peptide 
predominated, although many smaller bands which might be degraded or incomplete 
products were present (Figure 24, lane 6). The predominant protein migrated to the same 
position as the 99-kDa product of RNA-5/7wI (wildtype RNA), which further supported 
the identity of the latter as a transframe protein of the 39K and 60K ORFs of the full-
length PAV RNA. 
In all other systems, mutagenizing the shift site has demonstrated that the 
frameshifdng occurs at the shifty heptanucleotide. Generally, after the simultaneous slip 
in the -1 direction, at least two-out-of three bases in the anticodon should still be able to 
pair to the mRNA (Figure 4). Otherwise, frameshifdng would not occur. However, V. 
Brault made numerous mutations to the shifty heptanucleotide which suggested that this 
was not the case in a protoplast rqwrter system (unpublished data). In the most extreme 
case, the shifty heptanucleotide was changed to GCUGCAU (the underlined bases are the 
mutations), so that after a simultaneous slip, there would be no base pairing between 
codons and anticodons of tRNA. To test this in vitro, this change was introduced into the 
full-length clone to create pM3. The transcript of pM3 produced only 39-kDa protein 
upon translation in WGE (Figure 24, lane 5). Because no 99-kDa polypeptide could be 
detected in the in vitro translation products, -1 frameshifting was completely abolished. 
This coincides with the observation in other frameshifting systems, but disagrees with 
Brault's in vivo studies. 
As reviewed previously, secondary structures downstream of the shifty sites are very 
critical in frameshifting. PAV RNA downstream of the shifty heptanucleotide can 
potentially form two stem-loops or a pseudoknot structure (Figure 3) or a single stem-
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loop (Brault and Miller, 1992). The sequence that can form the second stem-loop or 
pseudoknot was deleted in pM4. When constructing pM4, it was intended to delete 
nucleotides 1211-1243 {Aval to HpdSl sites) (Figure 3). However, mung bean nuclease 
deleted more bases than desired (1211-1279, Aval to Ddel). Fortunately, the reading 
frame of the 60K ORF was not changed. The transcript of pM4 appeared to have 
generated a major protein bigger than 39-kDa upon translation in WGE. This was 
unexpected and could be the result of 39K stop codon readthrough, which would generate 
a protein 4.8-kDa bigger than 39-kDa. A minor peptide about 2.8-kDa smaller than the 
wildtype 99-kDa product was produced as expected. The frameshift rate was about 
0.5%. Thus the sequence that may contribute to the secondary structure downstream of 
the shifty site is important for PAV frameshifdng, although this experiment does not rule 
out a role for primary structure. 
Role of the 6.7K ORF 
In vitro translation in WGE of transcripts with 3' deletions 
In order to determine the minimum sequence requirements for PAV frameshifdng in 
vitro, a series of 3' truncated RNAs were translated in wheat germ system (Figure 11). 
When equal volumes of translation products from reactions that contained equal amounts 
of RNA template were applied to the gel, the amounts of products varied greatly between 
truncated RNAs (Figure 25A). To obtain equal amounts of 39-kDa product for every 
transcript, twenty times more translation products had to be loaded for RNAs-C/cI and 
BanŒH, and thirty times more for RNAs-EcoRI, Sail and Kpnl than for RNAs-5c/I, Pvul 
and SmcH. RNA-Bc/I and RNA-PvwI and full-length transcript RNA-5maI frameshifted, 
at a rate of about 1.5% (Figure 25B). Given the heavy loadings, RNA-Àpml, Sail, and 
(A) 123456789 (B) 123456789 
Figure 25. In vitro translation in WGE of PAV 3'-truncated transcripts with 0.5 ng RNA/each. (A) Equal volumes of 
translation products loaded onto SDS-PAGE. (B) Equal counts of 39-kDa protein loaded onto SDS-PAGE. In 
both panels, lanes 1-9, contain products of RNAs-C/al, BamHl, EcoRI, Sail, Kpnl, BCH, Pvul, Smal, 
and BMV RNA respectively 
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EcoRL did not produce any 99-kDa peptide detectable by fluorography or 
Phosphorimager analysis. The RNA-BÛ/TJHI was expected to produce a 60 kDa band in 
addition to the 39-kDa if there was frameshifting. However, there was no sign of 
frameshifting. A band that migrated slightly faster than the 99-kDa peptide in the 
products of RNAs-C7ûI, BamHl, Eco91, SaR and Kpnl is believed to be an artifact 
unrelated to frameshifting, because RNA-C/al should not generate any protein larger than 
33-kDa, and there should be no protein larger than 60-kDa in RNA-5awiHI products if 
there is ftameshifting. 
It was thought that perhaps these RNAs required different ionic concentrations for 
optimal translation. Therefore, a range of potassium acetate concentrations was tested for 
RNA-EcoRI (Figure 26). In a wide range of K+ concentration (54 mM to 229 mM), the 
RNA-EcoRI failed to frameshift. 
These experiments showed that a sequence between the Kpnl and BcU. sites was 
required for significant translation and frameshifting. 
In vitro translation in WGE of internal deletion mutants pPAVMl. pPAVM2. pPAVMB. 
pPAVM4 
To further map the sequence required for PAV frameshifting, a series of internal 
deletions was made (Figure 11). RNA from pPAVMl, which had the entire coat protein 
gene and the 5' half of the 50K ORF deleted, facilitated frameshifting at the same rate as 
RNA-5>nûI (Figure 27). pPAVM2 RNA, which lacked 3' half of the polymerase gene, 
the coat protein ORF and the entire 50K ORF, also frameshifted at a wildtype level; a 
peptide with MW of 58.6-kDa was produced as expected. However, in pPAVM3 and 
pPAVM4 inwhich the 6.7K ORF was deleted, the frameshift rate dropped to zero (Figure 
27). This provides clear evidence that the sequence spanning the 6.7K ORF is very 
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Figure 26. Attempted optimization of potassium acetate concentration for in vitro 
translation of PAV RNA-EcoRI with 2.1 mM magnesium acetate and 20 
ng//il of RNA. Lanes 1-7: 54, 79, 114, 128, 154, 179, 229 mM 
potassium acetate. Lane 8: PAV RNA-5mûI with 114 mM potassium 
acetate and 2.1 mM magnesium acetate 
crucial for PAV frameshifting. This is amazing. In the other systems, the firameshifting 
signals are confined to the shifty heptanucleotide and the immediate downstream 
secondary structures. Only in the case of the T7 gene 10-1 frameshifting is a more 
distant sequence necessary. The 5' sequence of the transcription terminator, which is 200 
bases downstream of the shift site, is indispensable for frameshifting. However, in PAV 
RNA, this 6.7K ORF is 3.7 kb downstream of the shifty site! 
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Figure 27. In \itro translation of PAV deletion mutants (Figure 11) in WGE. Lane 1, 
BMV-RNA. Lane 2, PAV RNA-£toL Lane 3, fiill-length PAV RNA-
Smài. Lane 4, pPAVMl RNA with EcoKl-EcoRl deletion. Lane 5, 
pPAVM2 RNA with BamHl-BamHl deletion. Lane 6, PAVM3 RNA with 
Kpnl-Bctt. deletion. Lane 7, PAVM4 RNA with EcdBl-BcU. deletion 
In vitro translation in WGE of pM6.7 
To study the possible role of the 6.7K ORF in PAV frameshifting, the start codon 
AUG was mutated into AUC^'®, thus preventing it from being translated. When the 
resulting mutant transcript from pM6.7 was translated in WGE, the frameshift rate did 
not change (Fig. 28). There was more translation product of the pM6.7 transcript loaded 




Figure 28. In vitro translation of full-length RNA-5/MÛI (lane 1) and pM6.7 RNA (lane 
2) in WGE 
the Phosphorimager indicated frameshifting rates of 1.5% for wildtype RNA and 1.3% 
for the pM6.7 transcript. Thus, the RNA sequence, not the protein product of 6.7K 
ORF, is important in frameshifting. From now on, we describe this as the 6.7K ORF 
region. 
In vitro translation in RRL of GUS constructs 
Brault and Miller (1992) showed that a short, 115 nt sequence (bases 1132-1246, 
beginning 9 amino acids before the 39K UAG), facilitates frameshifting in carrot 
protoplasts. I have also shown that it facilitates frameshifting in E. coli. All of these 
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GUS constructs lack the 6.7K ORF region which appeared to be required for 
frameshifiting in vitro in the full-length context. To investigate whether this 115 nt 
sequence in pS(-l)UAG would facilitate frameshifting in vitro, the sequence was 
subcloned into an in vitro transcription vector from which transcripts could be derived for 
in vitro translation (Figure 12). Transcripts of pGGUS, pGVGl, pGVG2, and pGVG3 
gave no products of any kind in WGE (data not shown). Therefore, they were translated 
in RRL (Figure 29). All four transcripts produced the same unexpected lower MW 
proteins. pGGUS, which had only the GUS gene, produced a protein of the expected 
MW, about 78-kDa. pGVG3, which contained the GUS gene in-frame with the 115 bp 
viral sequence without any stop codon, produced a band about 4.2-kDa larger than the 
one from pGGUS as expected. The pGVGl transcript contained the wildtype viral 
sequence followed by GUS in the -1 frame relative to the AUG. A product the same size 
as that of pGVG3 was expected, but no such protein was observed. The pre-shift product 
was expected to be nine amino acids-long which is too small for detection on the gel. 
The pGVG2 transcript which contained the disrupted shifty heptanucleotide (Figure 12) 
did not frameshift either. 
Studv of CM-activitv of the 6.7K ORF region in vitro in GUS constructs 
Since pGVGl had only the 115 bp of viral sequence, it was concluded that this might 
not be sufficient for it to frameshift in vitro, although it contained the shifty site and the 
two downstream stem-loops. This was contrary to Brault's in vivo results (Brault and 
Miller, 1992). I attempted to investigate whether the 6.7K region could enhance 
frameshifting by the 115 base sequence in vitro. pGVGl/6.7, pGVGl/6.7R were 
constructed to place 6.7K ORF region (bases 4837-5190) at the 3' end of viral-GUS 
fusion gene of pGVGl in either the forward (pGVGl/6.7) or reverse (pGVGl/6.7R) 
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Figure 29. In vitro translation in RRL of no RNA (lane 1), BMV RNA (lane 2), 
and transcripts of pGGUS (lane 3), pGVG3 (lane 4), pGVGl (lane 5), 
and pGVG2 (lane 6) 
orientations (Figure 13). Their transcripts were translated in RRL. The 6.7K ORF 
region had no effect on the protein products in the RRL system (Figure 30, lanes 7,8). 
Translation of the transcripts in WGE yielded no protein products as was the case with 
transcripts of pGGUS, pGVGl, pGVG2, pGVG3 in WGE (data not shown). 
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Figure 30. In vitro translation in RRL of BMV RNA (lane 1) and transcripts of 
pGGUS (lane 2), pGVG3 (lane 3), pGVGl (lane 4), pGVGl + 0.2 /ig 
pG6.7 RNA (lane 5), and pGVGl + 0.5 /xg pG6.7RNA (lane 6), 
pGVGl/6.7 (lane 7) and pGVGl/6.7R (lane 8) 
Study of trans- activity of 6.7k ORF in vitro 
A transcript spanning only the 6.7K ORF region (bases 4837-5190, Figure 13) was 
generated from plasmid pG6.7 to see if the RNA or protein product could facilitate 
frameshifting in trans. This transcript (G6.7) was added to translation mixes containing 
either RNA-EcoRI, RNA-^Qonl or RNA of pGVGl. This had no effect on frameshifting 
in either WGE or RRL. It was concluded that neither the 6.7K ORF RNA sequence nor 
its gene product enhanced ftameshifdng in trans under the conditions used (Figures 30 
and 31). 
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Figure 31. In vitro translation in WGE of transcripts of pPAV-EcoRI (lane 1), pPAV-
EcdBl + 0.1 ng of pG6.7 RNA (lane 2), pPAV-EcoRI + 0.5 /xg pG6.7 
RNA (lane 3), pPAV-Anal (lane 4), pPAV-/î5>nI (lane 5), ^VAV-Kpn\ + 
0.1 /ig pG6.7 RNA (lane 6) and pPAV-A)7nI + 0.5 /ig pG6.7 RNA (lane 7) 
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DISCUSSION 
Frameshifdng by PAV RNA in E. coli 
When 161 PAV nucleotides which span the overlapping region between the 39K and 
60K ORFs were inserted into the multiple cloning site of pGEM3Zf(-), -1 frameshifting 
occurred in E. coli as measured by jS-gal activity assay. Thus the PAV RNA sequence 
could facilitate frameshifdng in prokaryotic cells like some retroviruses (Weiss et al., 
1988), yeast L-A double-stranded RNA virus (Dinman and Wickner, 1992), and bacterial 
insertion sequence IS911 (Polard et al., 1991), Although the 3% ftameshift rate was not 
as high as occurs in some retroviruses, it was significant. Brault and Miller (1992) 
showed that PAV translational frameshifdng occurs in carrot protoplasts at a rate of 0.6-
1.8%. The higher frameshifdng rate in E. coli cannot be compared directly with the rate 
found in protoplasts. This is because the viral sequence and structure that were fused 
with the rqwrter genes (GUS in the protoplast system, lacZ in the E. coli system) were 
different in these two systems. In the protoplast system, the predicted viral RNA 
structure included the two downstream potential stem-loops between bases 1206 and 1245 
and the upstream stem-loop between bases 1109 and 1144 (in set L plasmids) (Figure 3). 
The latter did not affect the frameshifdng rate (Brault and Miller, 1992). In the E. coli 
system, the PAV RNA structure encompassed the upstream stem-loop and only the 
possible first downstream stem-loop. It has been observed that the secondary structure 
downstream of the frameshift site greatly affects the frameshifting level (see Literature 
Review). In aU cases, deletion of the downstream secondary structure reduces the 
frameshifdng. The two predicted downstream stem-loops of PAV may form a 
pseudoknot (Brault and Miller, 1992) (Figure 3). Therefore, it was attempted to include 
both downstream stem-loops in the lacZ constructs (pGCS series of plasmids). Because 
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these constructs gave no ladZ activity (data not shown), I concluded that the viral 
sequence inserted was probably too long (221 bp). Presumably the short (86 amino acid) 
ladZ a peptide was inactivated by fusion of this long (67 amino acid) sequence to its N-
tenninus. 
Amino Acid Sequencing of the Frameshift Product 
Direct amino acid sequencing of the polypeptide synthesized by translation through 
the frameshift site was employed to determine the precise position where ribosomes slip 
in translation (Jacks et al., 1988; Weiss et al., 1989). We were unable to observe the 
frameshift rate of pETV due to the short (9 amino acid) pre-firameshift ORF. The 
sequencing data here clearly distinguished PAV -1 frameshifdng from -4, +2 and other 
larger shifts that can occur within the 13-nucleotide overlap. However, ambiguity exists 
regarding the codons at which ribosomes slip because of the presence of Gly-Phe in both 
the 0 ftame and -1 frame (Figure 16). According to the simultaneous slippage model, the 
predicted site would be after the phenylalanine (amino acid 9) in the 0 frame; i.e. the 
tRNA^he in the A site of the ribosome would slip from the UUU (Phe) codon in the 0-
frame to the UUU codon in the -1 frame. This is the first amino acid sequence at the 
frameshift site of a plant virus. 
Frameshifting of PAV RNA In Vitro 
In vitro translation of viral RNA 
It had been demonstrated that translation in WGE of BYDV-PAV genomic RNA 
produces a high level of 39-kDa polypeptide and low level of a 99-kDa product, as 
predicted by -1 frameshifdng (Young et al., 1991). Results showed that PAV RNA 
purified from the virions undergoes a -1 frameshift not only in WGE, but also in RRL. 
In vitro translation of PAV in vitro transcripts 
In vitro translation of the full-length transcript In studies of frameshifting of almost 
all other viruses, including a retrovirus and PLRV, in vitro translation was carried out in 
RRL. In the case of BWYV (Veidt et al., 1992), the full-length transcript frameshifted in 
both RRL and WGE. Similar patterns of translation products were produced, except for 
the 29-kDa protein encoded by ORFl, which was efficiently translated in WGE, but was 
barely detectable in RRL. In addition, poor expression of ORFl of PLRV (a luteo virus 
more closely related to BWYV) in RRL has been reported previously (Mayo et al., 1982, 
1989). BYDV-PAV appears to lack this ORF . 
BYDV-PAV full-length transcripts seemed to translate more authentically in WGE 
than in RRL. In RRL, a background peptide of about 97-kDa (compared to BMV 
markers), which can be confused with the authentic frameshift product, occurred. This 
peptide was present in products from both full-length RNA-5/WÛI and the truncated RNA-
BamHl. The latter was expected to produce a 60-kDa polypeptide and no larger product 
if there is frameshifting (Figure 19). However, the full-length PAV RNA-5/KÛI 
frameshifted very well in WGE, at a rate of about 1-2% (Figure 20). The 99-kDa protein 
was shown to contain the product of the 60K ORF, as predicted for -1 frameshifting, by 
immunoprecipitation with the 60K-specific antibody (Figure 23). Its origin was verified 
by the fact that the major product of the transcript of mutant pM2 migrated at the same 
position in SDS-PAGE (Figure 24). This antibody also precipitated a polypeptide that 
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migrated like a 57-kDa protein. It is speculated that it is a cleavage product of the 99-
kDa protein consisting of the 60-kDa ORF protein. However, it could also be the 
product of ribosomes initiating internally at the first methionine in 60K ORF which is the 
95th amino acid. If this is the case, a 50-kDa protein should result (60-kDa - 94 amino 
acids X 110-kDa = 50-kDa). Considering the fact that the expected 39-kDa protein 
migrated more like a 47-kDa protein, this expected internal initiation product could 
migrate like a 57-kDa peptide. This can be confirmed by making antibodies to epitopes 
in the PAV 60K ORF region consisting of amino acid 1 through 94 (before the first AUG 
in the 60K ORF). If this 57-kDa pq)tide is the product of internal initiation, this 
antibody will precipitate only the 99-kDa peptide, but not the 57-kDa peptide. If it is the 
cleavage product of 99-kDa protein at the overlapping region of 39K and 60K ORF, both 
99-kDa and 57-kDa proteins will be precipitated. Internal initiation by ribosomes at a 
downstream AUG has been observed for the coat protein and 17K overlapping ORFs of 
BYDV (Dinesh-Kumar et al., 1992), If it is a cleavage product, a time course of 
translation should reveal accumulation of the 99-kDa product first followed by a decline 
of this product and a concomitant increase in the 57-kDa product. 
Why didn't the PAV full-length transcript frameshift in RRL Uke BWYV RNA, 
besides the fact that the viral RNA purified from virions could frameshift in both RRL 
and WGE (Figure 17)? It has been shown that a number of luteoviruses possess a 5' 
genome-linked protein and that the VPg is not essential for infectivity of PLRV (Mayo et 
al., 1982) and BYDV (Young et al., 1991). For potyviruses (Domier et al., 1989) and 
BWYV (Veidt et al., 1992), addition of a cap structure to the viral RNA transcript 
enhanced infectivity dramatically. Although infectivity of a BYDV-PAV transcript was 
not enhanced by capping, the viral RNA purified from the virus particles definitely 
differed from the in vitro transcript in my study, I am proposing that the transcripts need 
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some sort of plant factor(s) that is present in WGE and missing in RRL for efficient 
translation and ftameshifting in vitro. And those fectors may be present in the viral 
RNAs extracted from virus particals purified from oat tissues. These viral RNAs may 
have VPg-like proteins associated which stabilizes the RNA. 
Importance of the 39K ORF stop codon When the 39K stop codon, UAG, was 
mutated into a sense codon, UCG^' (pMl), frameshifting was reduced by 3-fold; though 
not as drastically as in carrot protoplasts in which this mutation abolishes frameshifting 
(Brault and Miller, 1992), it was significant. This is in contrast to other known 
fiiameshifting mechanisms. In RSV RNA (Jacks et al., 1988), the gag terminator, which 
immediately follows the frameshift site, is not required for frameshifting. In addition, a 
mutation creating a termination codon just downstream of the frameshift signal sequence 
of FIV (Morikama and Bishop, 1992) did not affect the efficiency of frameshifting. 
However, Weiss et al. (1990) demonstrated that deletion of a stop codon adjacent to a 
synthetic -1 frameshift site greatly reduced frameshift efficiency of an artificial construct 
in E. coli. In many other frameshifting systems, there were no stop codons near the 
frameshift sites, e. g., HIV-1 gag/pol (Wilson et al., 1988), MMTV (Weiss et al., 
1989), IBV (Brierley, 1991), and PLRV (Prufer et al., 1992). The in vitro translation of 
pMl has confirmed that the 39K stop codon at the frameshift site was important in 
frameshifting. Perhaps it is because the overlapping region of PAV is short with only 13 
bases defined by two flanking stop codons. The 39K ORF stop codon would have a 
positive role in pushing the ribosomes backward by one nucleotide. 
Importance of the shifty heptanucleotide The transcript of pM3 did not frameshift 
in WGE translation as expected, which is contrary to Brault's results (unpublished data). 
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This cannot be explained simply as a difference between in vitro and in vi\o systems, 
albeit the protoplast system involved a dicot nonhost of BYDV-PAV. It was speculated 
that the viral sequence included in Brault's GUS constructs are able to ftameshift in the 
absence of a shifty heptanucleotide because they have only 9 amino acids (27 bases) 
upstream of the shifty site. Perhaps the ribosome, which occupies about 30 bases (Wolin 
and Walters, 1987), is not fully locked into frame and is more prone to shifting in the 
first few codons. Brault's wildtype GUS construct fiameshifted very efficiently in E. coli 
(pETV for amino acid sequencing), but the actual rate is unknown. No product was seen 
when the GCUGCAU mutation was introduced into pETV (data not shown). To 
investigate frameshifting in the full-length context in vivo, full-length PAV transcripts 
with mutations at the shifty heptanucleotide can be delivered into oat protoplasts by 
electroporation. The firameshift products can be detected by the available 60K ORF-
specific antibody. The in vitro result of the pM3 transcript coincides with the observed 
requirement for some base-pairing between codons and anticodons after the -1 frameshift 
in other frameshifting systems. 
Importance of secondary structure The transcript of mutant pM4 had reduced 
frameshifting to about 0.5% (Figure 24). This shows clearly that the sequence between 
bases 1211 to 1279 which may contain a stem-loop is important for frameshifting. It may 
facilitate fiameshifdng by stalling ribosomes. As summarized in the "Literature Review", 
the secondary structure downstream of the shifty site is one of the key factors in many 
frameshifting systems, e.g. HTV-I and PLRV. For IBV and FIV, these secondary 
structures can form a pseudoknot; it is the structure that is important, not the primary 
sequence. When the PAV secondary structure was analysed by a computer program 
called RNASE (RNA Structure Editor), a pseudoknot could be found (Figure 3). But we 
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do not have any evidence regarding whether it is two stem-loops or a pseudoknot-like 
structure or one large stem-loop. This can be determined by partial digestion with single-
stranded and double-stranded RNA-specific ribonucleases under nondenaturing 
conditions. In addition, compensatory mutations in the stems of the stem-loops would 
reveal whether it is the RNA primary sequence or the secondary structure or tertiary 
structure (pseudoknot) that is actually important in frameshifting. 
It is interesting to note that the major product of pM4 in vitro translation seemed to be 
larger than the RNA-5/7KZI major product. It was more like the product of pMl in which 
the 39K ORF stop codon was altered to create a 44K ORF. Does this mean that this 
second stem-loop (or maybe the potential pseudoknot) facilitates frameshifting, but its 
absence encourages the 39K stop codon readthrough? There are two amber stop codons 
downstream of the 39K UAG, 20 and 24 amino acids away, respectively. The pol gene 
of murine leukemia virus is expressed by readthrough suppression of an in-frame UAG 
codon which s^arates the gag and pol coding region (Feng et al., 1992). The 
readthrough signal is contained within the first 57 nucleotides on the 3' side of the UAG 
codon. It consists of a purine-rich sequence: UAGGGGUGUCAGGG (8 out of 11 
nucleotides are purines), immediately downstream of the UAG codon and a pseudoknot 
structure spanning the next 49 nucleotides. In PAV, shown in Figure 3, the 11 
nucleotides following the 39K stop codon UAG are AGGGGCUCUGU. Although it is 
not as purine-rich as in murine leukemia virus, 6 out of 11 nucleotides are purines; in 
both cases, the stop codon is UAG followed by a run of purines including a GGG stretch. 
The high level of readthrough in lacZ (27.8%) may be due to the viral sequence in 
addition to the presence of the supE gene of E. coli. In addition, Brault and Miller 
(1992) found low, but significant levels of readthrough in carrot protoplasts. Therefore, 
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the role of PAV secondary structure in readthrough as well as in frameshifting needs to be 
further studied. 
Role of the 6.7K ORF Region 
Why did the full-length RNA give the highest amount of product and ftameshift, 
while 3'-truncated transcripts gave reduced quantity of products and did not frameshift, 
even in a wide range of potassium acetate concentrations (Figure 26)? I am proposing 
that there is a sequence (an enhancer?) located near the 3" end of the genome that acts as 
a stabilizer for the mRNA and enhances ribosomal frameshifting for polymerase 
expression and that these events may involve some plant factors. This enhancer/stabilizer 
was localized to the 6.7K ORF region by internal deletions of the genome (Figure 11 and 
Figure 27). The cis-activity of the 6.7K ORF region was clearly demonstrated. In 
addition, it is the RNA of this region, not the 6.7K gene product, that is functional, based 
on the fact that mutation of 6.7K AUG into AUG did not reduce fiameshifting. 
However, when the 6.7K ORF was oriented at the 3' end of the GUS constructs, in vitro 
translation in RRL of pGVGl/6.7 showed no frameshifting (Figure 30, lanes 7, 8). 
Now, we run into the dilemma of RRL versus WGE again. When pGVGl/6.7 and 
pGVGl/6.7R were translated in WGE, there were no products just as with pGGUS (data 
not shown). There were only nine amino acids upstream of the 39K stop codon in 
constructs of pGVGl, pGVGl/6.7 and pGVGl/6.7R. It is possible that longer upstream 
sequence is needed for these constructs to frameshift in vitro. This needs further 
investigation. This study has also shown that 6.7K ORF did not work in trans in both 
RRL and WGE; because when its transcript was added together with RNA-pGVGl, 
RNA-EcoRI and RNA-A^/iI, frameshifting did not occur (Figure 30, lanes 5, 6; Figure 
31). 
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It has been shown that stimulators other than shifty hepatnucleotide and downstream 
sequence can be involved in fiameshifting. For example, the SD sequence which is 
located only 3 nucleotides 5' of the shift site is the stimulator for RF2 +1 frameshifting 
(Weiss et al., 1988). However, for frameshifting expression of bacteriophage T7 gene 
10, the stimulator is located 200 bases downstream of the shift site (Condron et al., 
1991). It is surprising to see that in the case of PAV, this 6.7K ORF is about 3.7 kb 
away from the shifty site! It was proposed that the product of the 6.7K ORF is expressed 
via a subgenomic RNA (Dinesh-Kumar et al., 1992), because RNA of 0.8 kb was 
detected, using Northern hybridization on total RNA from infected tissue. This 6.7K 
ORF is located near the 5' end of the 0.8 kb subgenomic RNA, suggesting that it may be 
a functional gene translated from this RNA. 
I propose that the PAV 6.7K ORF region acts by binding to the frameshifting region, 
increasing the secondary structure and enhancing frameshifting. This idea was inspired 
by the work of Vickers and and Ecker (1992) showing that oligomers that bind to the 
sequences which flank the gag-pol hairpin of HTV-l could enhance frameshifting up to 6-
fold if they bound the area just 3' to the stems. Oligomers which bound 5' to the stem 
had no effect on frameshifting efficiency. They found that when an intramolecular 
hairpin, mimicking effect of oligomers was introduced, the RNA secondary structure 
downstream of the shift site was increased, and the frameshifting frequency was 
enhanced. To see if the 6.7K ORF region could basepair to the frameshifting region, a 
computer program called MENU was used to search homologous sequences between the 
6.7K ORF and frameshift region, and in the 60K gene (Figure 32). It was found that two 
stretches of sequence in the middle of the 6.7K ORF can base-pair to those in the 60K 
ORF. The first one (stretch A) is from nucleotide 4961 to 4976. Thirteen nucleotides 



































1144 GACUCUGUGGGUUUUUAGAG AUUCCCUAUUC 
frameshift site t t 
' 1200 
39K ORF stop codon 
eue 1247 -1600 UGAAGAAGGAAAAACAUUGG1619--UAA 2744 
S 
6.7K ORF (A) (B) Pyrimidine-rich region 
4921 AUG - 4960 UGACUGUGCUCUCUGGGG 4977—5014 GCAAUCCUUUUCCUCCCUCCCUCUCUUCU 5042---UGA 5111 
60K 1183 GUUUUGAGAGCCC AUUCC 1200 
I I I  M  1  1  t l  M  1  1  
1600 UGAAGAAGGAAAAACAUUGG 1619 
II 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6.7K 
I I I  1  1  1  1  I I  I I  I I  
4977 GOGGUCUCUCGUGUCAGU 4960 5033 
II 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CCUCCCUCCUUUUCCUAACG 5014 
(A) (B) 
Figure 32. PAV 60K ORF is shown at the top, starting at base 1144, ending at the stop codon UAA. Possible secondary 
structure is shown, with dotted lines connecting two stem-loops, resulting in the potential pseudoknot. 6.7K 
ORF is in the middle, with the two stretches indicated. The possible base-pairing between these two ORFs is 
shown at the bottom (boxed) 
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which is in the stem of the first putative stem-loq> downstream of the shifty site. 
However, this base-pairing may disrupt the original stem, thus extending the spacer 
region between the shifty heptanucleotide and the secondary structure from five bases to 
twenty five bases. Its effect on fiameshifidng needs to be further studied. The second 
one (stretch B) included a pyrimidine-rich region (25 cytosines and uracils) in the 6.7K 
ORF. The homology between this region to a sequence (1604 to 1622) in the 5' 60K 
ORF is 68%. 
A polypyrimidine tract is essential for the "internal ribosome entry" mechanism for 
the translation of picomaviral RNAs (Borman et al. 1992; Winmer et al., 1992; Jang et 
al., 1992). In encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV), the sequence upstream of the start 
codon in the coding ORF contains around 10 AUGs in a stretch of about 500 nucleotides. 
These AUGs do not serve as initiation codons. Instead, this entire non-coding region 
serves as a "landing-pad" or internal ribosome entry site (1RES) for ribosomes to start at 
the first AUG in the large ORF that comprises most of the piconaviral RNA. The 
polypyrimidine tract is located at the 3' border of all picomavirus 1RES. It has been 
found that this cis-acting element can be bound by a host protein which was known as a 
predominantly nuclear protein involved in splicing in uninfected cells. With this 
polypyrimidine tract and other cis-elements in the 1RES, and the host factor, ribosomes 
can enter an internal initiator AUG and start translation of picomaviruses. 
Does the pyrimidine-rich region in the PAV 6.7K ORF also bind a host factor which, 
instead of facilitating internal initiation, facilitate frameshifting and RNA stability? The 
fact that the full-length PAV transcript does not frameshift well in RRL may indicate that 
plant host factors are needed and they may bind to this pyrimidine-rich region in the 6.7K 
ORF. The stretch A in the 6.7K ORF may act by increasing the secondary structure 
downstream of the shifty site to enhance frameshifting. Upon considering the fact that 
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the total translation products were low for all in vitro transcripts, except those that include 
the 6.7K ORF, it is possible that the 6.7K ORF acts also as an mRNA stabilizer or is 
required for cap-independent initiation of translation. A sequence with potential stem-
loops at the 3' end of STNV (satellite tobacco necrosis virus) RNA was shown to be 
necessary for cap-independent translation of the coat protein gene (Danthinne et al., 
1992). This sequence may base-pair with the 5' untranslated leader sequence of the coat 
protein gene and enhance the translation. This 3' enhancer sequence is separated from the 
5' untranslated sequence by the coat protein gene which is about 600 bases long. 
In summary, a model for PAV firameshifdng is proposed (Fig. 33): in the shifty site, 
ribosomes slip backward by one nucleotide at the last two amino acids before the 39K 
stop codon. This stop codon and the downstream secondary structure stall ribosomes, 
facilitating the -1 frameshifdng. The RNA sequence of stretch A in the 6.7K ORF base-
pairs with the stem in the first stem-loop downstream of the shifty site, enhancing the 
secondary stucture around the frameshift region. Together with the pyrimidine-rich 
sequence in the 6.7K ORF bound with some sort of plant factors base-pairing with the 
mid-portion of the 60K ORF, they maintain the efficient frameshifdng and translation for 
BYDV-PAV virus. Translational frameshifting similar to PAV has not been found in 
other organisms. This study has raised some interesting questions: how does 
frameshifting occur exactly in BYDV-PAV and how is the host plant involved? We have 
provided some evidence to answer these questions. However, further studies need to be 
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Figure 33. The model for BYDV-PAV translational frameshifting. At the end of translationg the 39K ORF, tRNA(gly) 
and tRNA(phe) are bound after simultaneous slippage. The stop codon of 39K, {UAG) and the potential 
pseudoknot stall the ribosomes, facilitating the -1 frameshifting. The sequence A (in bold letters) of the 
6.7K ORF base-pairs to the first downstream stem-loop, enhancing frameshifting. The sequence B of the 
6.7K ORF functions by binding to a sequence in the middle of 60K ORF, stablizing the PAV RNA with the 
aid of plant factors (in circles) 
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